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—News In Brief

25 CENTS

Residents: Carbide warning system
failed in leak; probe being promised

Schroeder feeds grandson, visits
family on first day in apartment

MI

MONDAY AFTERNOON, Al GL ST 12. 1985

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP — Seeing the smile on William
Schroeder's face as he visited with his grandchildren made the
strain of the ups and downs since he became the world's second
mechanical heart recipient "all worth„it," his son said at a
homecoming celebration.
Schroeder, 53, the longest-living recipient of a mechanical
heart and the first to live outside the hospital, took the quartermile ride to the specially equipped apartment Sunday in his van,
"The Heart & Spirit of Jasper," named for his Indiana
hometown.'
He visited with family members Sunday during the first day of
his return to life outside Humana Hospital Audubon. where the
device was implanted Nov. 25.
"To see him just get a smile on his face and to get to see the
grandkids, it's all worth it." Schroeder's son, Stan, said of the
latest turn in his father's up-and-down path to recovery.
Schroeder spent a restless night before leaving the hospital, according to his son, the father of 5-month-old Lucas William. "He
was kind of itchy about getting going."
The patient returned to the transitional apartment on his 260th
day with the device. He and his wife, Margaret, had resided in the
same apartment for a month before he suffered a stroke on May
6, and she had lived there during his latest hospital stay.
• Schroeder's surgeon, Dr. William DeVries, who has implanted
four of the...world's live pePtitanent artificial hearts, watched'
from inside the 'hospital's main entrbance as his patient was
helped into the van.
Schroeder waved at about 30 reporters from a terrace behind
the apartment and, when asked_ if it was good to be getting out of
the hospital again, said only: "Yeah."
Doctors expect to visit Schroeder every day or two, to check bn
the patient and collect information for research purposes,
hospital spokeswoman Donna Hazle said. ,
Speech therapy and physical and occupational rehabilitation,
which involves shaving himself and brushing his teeth, are to
continue for Schroeder', HazIe said. He will return to the hospital
once or twice a week for walks because of the limited area
available at the apartment, she said.
A system linked to the apartment would call an ambulance in
case of an ernergency, and nurses will be in the Schroeder's
apartment or in the building at all times.•Hazle said.
Sunday's Move Came a week after Schroeder Made a one-day
trip to Jasper, about two hours from Louisville, where he led a
festival parade in his van. He also has taken short trips around
the Louisville area in recent weeks, including visits to a fishing
lake, a picnic and a minor league baseball game.
"I think we'll have to go through some trial periods of going
back and forth and seeing how he does on a few outings," Stan
Schroeder said of the possibility of his father's permanent return
to Jasper.

INSTITUTE. W.Va. (AP( —
An emergency system failed
miserably in its first major test
since it was put into place at a
Union Carbide Corp. plant here
after a chemical leak killed
more than 2,000 people in India,
local residents say.
Six plant employees and about
125 nearby residents went to
hospitals Sunday with lung, eye,
nose and throat irritations after
a chemical used to make
pesticide leaked. Thousands of
people were asked to stay in

their houses for several hours,
until the chemical dissipated.
The chemical cloud spewed
from a unit that uses methyl isocyanate, the substance that
leaked last December in the Indian city of Bhopal. Plant
spokesman Dick Henderson said
the substance that leaked here.
aldicarb oxime, is made from
MIC, but the MIC is consumed in
production.
Company officials said a cloud
of aldicarb settled on nearby
homes after leaking from the

plant when a gasket on a storage
tank failed.
Many people living near the
plant said their homes already
were engulfed. in fumes when
they first heard the plant's
emergency siren. "Carbide's
got to do something better than
this," said Donna Willis, one of
nearly 300 residents examined
at an emergency clinic.
"We can't let them wait 10, 20
or 30 minutes before they let you
know what's going on. We could
have been dead," she said.

The company said it notified
the county Office of Emergency
Services of the incident within
"approximately five minutes"
of the leak.
Henderson said the Carbic0
plant sounded a warning siren
as soon as the leak was detected
at 9:35 a.m.
But emergency personnel in
Charleston, about 12 miles
away, were not told, according
(('ont'd on page 2)

_

Elsewhere...
By lite **sedated Press

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa — Blacks stoned a soldier to
death after a funeral for a prominent apartheid foe, and Indians
set fire to 10 houses and a bus in retaliation for the burning of an
Indian school, police say.
SANTA BARBARA,Calif. — The.Reagan administration, while
continuing to favor its policy of "constructive engagement," says
it may not be able to hold off sanctions against South Africa.
WASHINGTON — The National Transportation Safety Board is
, still trying to determine why air traffic controllers did not relay a
fresh weather forecast to the pilot of a Delta Air Lines plane that
crashed in Dallas on Aug. 2.
LOUISVILLE. Ity._ — Seeing the smile on the face of William
Schroeder as he fed a bottle to his newest grandson made the
strain of the ups and downs since he became the world's second
mechanical heart recipient "all worth it," his son said at a
homecoming celebration.
WASHINGTON — Police', prisons and courts were given less
than 3 cents of every federal, state and local dollar in 1982, suggesting - the justice system gets short-shrift treatment in
America's budget priorities, a new government report says.
WASHINGTON — Americans are injuring themselves less
often in many major—sports and recreational activities. new
government statistics indicate. The Consumer Product Safety
Commission attributes the ,widespread decline to „increased
public awareness of hazards and improvements to sports
equipment.
GULFPORT. Fla. — From California to Massachusetts, from
Minnesota to Florida, an organization of two dozen volunteers in
13 states is finding homes for hundreds of greyhounds that have
run their last race.

Civitan telethon
Local talent participating in the Civitan Telethon Saturday included the Freedom Singers, an Almo-based gospel group. The
telethon, held in the studio at Calloway County High School and
broadcast live on Murray Cablevision, raised $4,200 for local programs for the Mentally and physically handicapped. $2,300 will

',tat( photo by David Turk

be donated to the t%.A.T.C.H. center, while the rest-of the mone
will be distributed among the programs aiding the mentally and
physically handicapped at each of the elementary schools in the
county, Civitan president Ronnie Pool said.
•

Japan Air Lines Boeing 747
crashes; 524 p4ssengers
TOKYO tAP — A Japan Air Lines Boeing 747 jumbo jet with
524 passengers and crew members aboard crashed today on a
domestic flight, the Japan Broadcasting Corp. reported.
An official of the air traffic control office at Tokyo's Haneda
Airport said a Japanese air force plane had spotted a major fire
in Nagano prefecture and authorities were trying to determine if
the two incidents were- related:
The offiKial, Toshimune Okitsu. confirmed that the plane had
disappeared from radar.
Japan Broadcasting said the plane disappeared from the radar
at aroundfi:31 p.m. 15:31 a.m. EDTI. 31 minutes after taking off
from Tokyo for a flight to Osaka in western Japan-.
It said that before disappearing, the plane messaged: The

right side door isbroken. Will wake an emergency landing.•'
Flight 123 was carrying a total Of 509 passengers — 497 adults
'and 12 infants — and 15 crew members, said Geoffrey Tudor. a
public affairs official for Japan Air Lines.
Witnesses in the Nagano area. about 100 Miles northwest of
Tokyo, said they heard a loud crash and saw a "mushroom
cloud," the broadcast reported. It said the witnesses had
telephoned the network with their report.
The crash came in the middle of a traditional holiday period for
urban Japanese to visit their rural hometowns.
There was no word immediately on casualties, but if everyone
on board perished it would be the largest crash in history involving 4 single plane. A total of 346 people died in the crash of a
Turkish DC-10 near Paris in 1974.
The highest number of fatalities occurred in the collision of two
Boeing 747s at Tenerife. Canary Islands in 1977. A total of 52 people ,died in that crash.
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Kentuckians remains released by Hanoi
\\\SUNNY
Tonight will be warm and
muggy with lows in the lower
70s. Light south winds.
Tuesday will be partly sunny, hot and humid with a 20
pergent chance-of afte nOult
thunderstorms.
'Extended Forecast
The extended forecast. for
Wednesday through Fricit.y,
icalls for warm and tintiggy
"conditions with a chance of •
thunderstorms each day.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
357.5
Barkley Lake •
357.5

•

CANMER. Ky. tA1-1 1 — This
tiny Hart County community is
preparing to give the remains of
a favorite son, Col. Arthur
ThOmas Finney. the tribute he
nevered received 19 years ago.
Finney, an accomplished
pianist whose 'musical talents
had often Hiked the Canmer Baptist Church and a much decorated Air Force pilot, was
listed as missing in action An
North Vietnam in 1966 at, age 38.
The army officially listed Finney as dead in 1974, and last
week. hiS-1157. lie -appeared on a
list of the-26 servicemen whose
remains will be rettirned to the
United States by the tommUnist
goVeitnment:in Hanoi.
"Everyonr
here Sinew
he .was a hero," said Frances
Moss, one of Finney's former"
teachers at Mernorial., High

arotind

School near Canmer..
Finney's plane was shot down
Aug. 1, 1966, north of Hanoi and
although other pilots say his
parachute opened as his plane
broke up, they did not have
enough fuel in their own planes
to see if the Kentuckian made a
safe
_
Air Force reports said no
rescue attempts were possible. •
Maj. Keith Schneider, a
Defense Departm'ent
spokesman., ,said that until positive Identifications are
made and the families are
notified, there will be no public
release of information. He said
that could take aliYx•vbere from,
several days to several weeks_ _
Pathologists and anthropologjsts will examine the
remains this week in Honolulu in
attempts to make positive

.1
psnesteemeelrolellp

-

identifications.
If the remains are those of
„Finney. his family has decided
that he should be buried at Arlington National Cemetery in
Virginia, where his 4-year-old
son, Mark, was buried 25 years
ago. Finney's wife. Peggy, died
in 1981 and is buried in Nevada.
The remaining survivors of the
pilot, two sons, live in
California.
- Finney's father. A.C. Finney,
was the local animal doctor liar
barber in Canmer. His mother,'
Pearl, operated a small
restaurant. Both are dead.
The news that Finney's remains may have been found did
not trigger a profound reaction
in his hometown because nearly
everyone believed that he was
killed in Vietnam.
- "Most of us knew
.
he was
•

gone." said Charlie Bale, a close
childhood friend of Finney's.
•'You can hope. but after awhile.
there was no hope."
Finney. who attended Berea
College then joined the Air
Force in 1648. will probably have
an engraved plaque dedicated to
'his memory at the old Memorial
High School that now houses
elementary classes.
Those who cannot attend services for Finney at Arlington
plan to conduct- a memorial service at Canmer. Flags in the
town of 175 will fly at half-staff
and the s-eWiteiiltivroliallfrhP
held at Finney's old school.
•
"In a small town, when
somebody makes it big,
everyone knows it," said resident Peggy Sue Logsdon. !lye
can't let this go by without
hollering him in some 'way.•'

••
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Three jailed
over weekend
A Graves County eoutile "Were
arrested there over the weekend
and have since been extradited
to Calloway County, where they
will face several charges including grand jury indictments,
according to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Gary Lynn Ray, 38, and Patsy
Jo Ray, 37, are currently being
held in the Calloway County
Jail. Gary Lynn Ray has been
charged with bag—jumpingsecond degree and also faces a
grand jury indictment. Patsy Jo
Ray is charged with two counts
of theft by deception under 8100
'and three counts of theft by
deception over $100, in addition
to a grand jury indictment.
The couple is scheduled to be
Interviewed by the FBI this
week, according to the sheriff's
department.
In a 'separate incident, the
sheriff's department also
reported the arrest of Wilson
Odis Lovell. 36, of Route 3,
Kingston Springs, Tenn.
Lovell, who is fapng a felony
charge of custodial interference,
turned himself in to the sheriff's
department this weekend and
has since been released on bond.

Royal touch
Jackie Taylor of Murray gets the royal treatment after being named Miss Kentucky-USA 1986
Saturday night at the Executive Inn, winning a .ticket to the next Miss USA contest. Attending the
winner, who is the reigning Miss Murray State University, are enicee Michael Leon, an actor on
"Days of Our Lives." and Robyn Overby of Calved City, this year's holder of the title. The four
runners-up were Angela Speck, Sheri Koontz, Melanie Kouns and Rhonda Snell. .
Paducah Sun photo

Higher taxes for education supported,
FRANKFORT. Ky. (.AP —
Kentuckians are. generally supportive of higher education,
despite the state's reputation for
anti-intellectualism, and a majority would support a tax increase for additional spending
on public universities, a political
pollster said today.

tucky voters was conducted between April 28 and May 2.
Respondents answered 23 questions on higher education and 13
questions about their social and
economic status. according to a
summary prepared for the council by Hickman's Washington,
D.C., polling company.

-The people of Kentucky have
pride in their universities. .
They're willing to support
higher taxes to fund them. ...
'Butt they need to see how it will
make a difference in their own
.
.
personal- lives:: Harrison •
Hickman told the Council on
Higher Education.
A poll of 660 registered Ken-

Hickman said' he had conducted a follow-up survey since
last month's special legislative
session, which dealt mainly with
elementary and secondary
education, and that results of the
second survey were "essentially
the same on the major
questions."
_
A copy of specific questions

was not available.
Hickman said 54 percent Of the
respondents supported additional spending for' higher
education, 35 percent want spending maintained at current
levels, and 4 percent want spending reduced.
If spending is to be increased,
57 percent of the respondents
believe the money should come
from higher state taxes. rather
than higher tuition, he said.
Among other points of the poll,
63 percent of the respondents
rated the state's eight -public
universities as 'good," he said,
while 19 percent rated them "excellent." Six percent said they
were -"not so good" and 2 percent said they were "poor."

When you need a loan,
We'Ve got the answer..

Money for ne\k cars, amily vacations, home
improvements. medical bills, or a college
education.
Look to Lincoln Federal. When you need a
loan, ue've got the anwet.
YES.
'qualified applicants (mt.

vic4v, LINCOLN
•

41

4`

...v.•

FSLIC .

FEDERAL SAVINGS.
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

0
ow. Sawrqs imand le SW.0110

Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson Blvd.
Other arealln Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561
•

Dr. Charles C. Patterson

1Vlotoreycle
crash injures
Hickory man

lir. Clark liarri.

Patterson records now
with Dr. Clark Harris

Dr. Charles C. Patterson. since
1981 a -member of the medical
staff at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, has closed his Murray practice, effective Aug. 8,
and is moving to Idaho because
of his wife's health.
Patterson, who specializes in
family medicine, is married to
the former Sylvia Langston of
Murray. They plan, the announcaement stated, and early move
to Pocatello, Idaho, where they
will make their home.
He has accepted a position
with an Idaho Falls firm, and
A 38-year-old Hickory man
will be practicing industrial
was treated and admitted to the
medicine as well as being inMurray -Calloway County
volved in research and family
Hospital for injuries he suffered
care.
in a car-motorcycle collision
•
about 5:30 p.m. Sunday in
"We are leaving Murray with
Dexter.
mixed emotions," the ColumThe accident occurred on Ky. bus, Ohio, native said. "We are
1346. when a motorcycle driven leaving s'olely because of Mrs.
by Martin L. Kesterson collided Patterson's health. We had
with a cardriven by Donald W. :7 hoped her health -problems could
Adams,38,,of Route 1, Dexter.
be resolved, but we have been
The collision took place on a ..advised by her physician that a
curve in the road. According to change in climate was essential.
Adams, he met the motorcycle If it weren't For that, we would
in the curve on the Wrong side. not be leaving Murray."
According to Kesterson, he was
All medical records and
driving around the curve and charts on Patterson's patients
upon seeing the car, attempted
have been transferred to the ofto apply his brakes, causing the fice of Dr. Clark Harris. since
motorcycle to land on its side
1983 and internal medicine
and skid about 90 feet across the
specialist on the MCCH staff.
road and onto the right shoulder. • A graduate of- the- University
Kesterson was listed in
satisfactory condition today in
the local hospital.
,
Adams and a passenger in his
ear, Alma. Lee Adams. 66, were
uninjured in the accident.
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Kansas, Harris completed
his residency at the University
of Tennessee Center for Health
Services at Memphis. He was in
Private practice at Ripley.
Tenn., before joining the local
hospital's staff. He maintains offices in Mason Memorial
Medical Arts Building adjacent
_ to .the hospital.
"I have worked closely -with
Dr. Harris since he came to
Murray," Patterson said, "and
have found him to be a competent and earring physician, one
who is responsive to patients'
needs." He advised his former
patients to contact Harris's office for re-appointments.
Harris is married to the
former Christie Scott of Murray.
They have one son and reside
here in Murray.
In his practice-ending announcement,.Patterson went'on
ter say.,..!.:We love the people in
Mtirray-- the business people,
the church people and our patients. We have had a good rapport with the hospital and the
other physicians.
"I never called on one that
failed to help me when I needed
it. Murray is- a great place in
which to live, and we have a fine
medical community here. I expect to watch it grow, and I am
sorry that I cannot be a part of
it.
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Documentary accuses Japanese of
Using allied soldiers in'germ tests

Safety in-rear
of airplanes
DALLAS (AP) — Most people
who have survived major airline
crashes since 1970 were seated
in the rear of the airplanes, according to National Transportation Safety Board documents.
Forward sections of downed
jets generally have suffered
more extensive destruction in
crashes, says a study published
in today's editions of the Dallas
.Morning News. ,
In the Delta Air Lines jet
crash Aug.-2, no one seated in
front of Row 29 lived, the NTSB
report said. The L-1011 jumbo
jet crashed on final approach to
the Dailks-Fat Werth International Airport killing 132 people
on board and one person on the
ground. Thirty-one people survived the crash.
The News'study wasrbaSed on
NTSB reports on the 16 worst
airline crashes over the past 15
years in which some passengers
and crew members survived.

Carbide...

No question about it. At Lincoln Federal
Well go out of our x‘av to make money available
foryoti.

MEM

(Coard from page 1)
to Mayor Mike Roark.
"Each municipality is supposed to be notified." he said. "Our
command center, was not
notified. Our public safety director heard it on the (police
scanner."
"If it had been something really bad, it would have been too
Late," said Vicky Terry. who
said she awoke to find her home
full of the stinging fumes. "People would have been dead in
their beds," she said.
Reports of noxious fumes
began spilling into radio stations
about 9:45 a.m., said WCHS
news director Mike Wilson. He
said public notification was
hampered because most radio
and TV stationg don't staff their
news departments on Sunday
mornings.
"Sunday morning is a very inconvenient nine to have
something like this," he said.
Emergency broadcaits beginning at 10:09 a.m. told Institute's
:3,100 residents' to remain indoors, close .windr:nvs and shut
)ff air conditioners. An all-clear
was broadeast shortly before

noon.
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LONDON (API — A television - than 1.000 American soldiers
who survived the infamous
documentary this week will
"death marches" after Japan
depict survivors describing
overran the Philippines in 1942
Japanese germ warfare exwere among those shipped to
periments on hundreds of
Mukden, along with about 100
American prisoners during
British and Australian prisoners
World War II, newspapers
of war.-reported.
The documentary did not say
The documentary says
how many Allied prisoners of
Japanese who conducted the exwar died in the alleged experiments escaped U.S. properiments, according to' news
secution by sharing their-data,
reports. The reports did not give
the reports said Sunday.
the exact period of time in which
The hour-long documentary is
the experiments purportedly
to be shown Tuesday by TVS, a
took place.
regional arm of the network InNewspapers quoted the
dependent Television.
documentary as saying 430 of
Newspapers quoted former
1,450 prisoners at Mukden died
soldiers as telling the network
in the winter of 1942, mostly
that tests were conducted on
f
- rom dysentery and
American, British and
paratyphoid. a bacterial disease
Australian soldiers at a secret
JapAnese prisoner&-war calm that causes absesses in bones,
joints and lungs.
at Maiden in northeast China.
None of the veterans interThe Observer and The Sunday
viewed were identified by the
Telegraph newspapers said the
newspapers.
documentary claimed more

Zacharias resigns from WKU post for
presidenci at Miss. State University
STARKVILLE, Miss. —
He has a bachelor's degree
.Donald Zacharias
relin- from Georgetown College in
quish his presidency of Western Kentucky and master's and docKentucky University to become torate degrees from Indiana
the 15th president of Mississippi University.
State University.
In a unanimous decision
Saturday, the Mississippi College Board voted to appoint
Zacharias as successor -to
The Federal Grand Jury in
James McComas. McComas left Louisville indicted Kenneth H.
MSU in July to become presi- Cunningham, 31, Murray Rt. 5,
dent of the University of Toledo with rolling back odometers'on
in Ohio.
nine motor vehicles at Hal's UsDenton Rogers Jr., chairman ed Cars in Murray.
of the search committee and
Kentucky state police and
president of the College Board. Federal Bureau of Investigation
announced the selection at V. agents investigated the case.
news conference Friday following a board meeting. He praised
Zacharias and the two k other
finalists. Richard A. Matula of
Louisiana State and Jahn R.,
The Western Dark Fired
Darling of Texas.Tech,
Tobacco-- Growers Association
Zacharias was still in
will hold its 53rd Annual Meeting
Starkville following interviews
of Members On August 13. 1985,
with state,and college officials
at the Murray State University
Friday.
Livestock Show-and Exposition
The 49-year-old university
Center on College Farm Road in
president has headed Western
Murray, Kentucky.
Kentucky since 1979. He said it
A meal will be served at 6:30
would be four. to six weeks
p.m. followed -by' a business
•
before he could mOve to . meeting to discuss the affairs of
Starkville. but would visit the
the association relating to
campus before that.
finances, proposed legiilatfon,
Zacharias alsoeaid it would be
and the tobacco program.. lAre
premature for him to list any
ask that'all members please atpriorities that he would set as
tend, so they Will be aware of
the new president.
changes in•the tobaCco program.
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PERSPECTIVE
by mike royko

A strike in time
saves nine
In an effort to find a bright
side to the baseball strike, I've
been busy with a stopwatch and
calculator doing a time and motion study. The results are
encouraging.
For example, I find that I
spend an average of two minutes
and 20 seconds ea,ch morning
reading the story about the
previous day's Cub game:
That doesn't include the usual
sidebar story and the Cub notes
in small print. Those average
another one minute and 55
seconds of reading. And about 25
seconds for the box score.
Then there are the day's standing (12 seconds), the pitching
line for the next game (10
seconds), the league's batting
leaders (one minute and five
seconds), and the Cubs' individual stats (45 seconds).
Adding 11 seconds for flipping
pages, ittomes to seven minutes
and three seconds a day.
That doesn't seem like much.
But if there hadn't been a strike,
there would have been about two
months left to the regular
baseball season. And in, say, 60
days, that would have added up
to about seven full hours of •
reading.
But the're's more. I have
weekend season tickets and 11
games remain on that schedule.
Here is how those figures break
down.
Walking to the ballpark: 20
minutes
Watching the game: Two
hours and 30 minutes.

Walking home from the game:
Three hours-and 20 minutes(the
return trip is longer because I
stop several times to relieve my
parched throat).
That is an average of six hours
and 10 minutes for each game.
For 11 games, that would be
about 68 hours.
And there is even more than
that. I spend an average of 25
minutes a day engaging in
mindless chatter with friends
that goes like this: "If they beat
the Mets, and the Cards lose.
they'll only be ... if it wasn't for
-the injuries, they'd be'... Maybe
if they shift &Ink from right to
third... if the - wind had been
blowing out, that ball would
have ... maybe if Sorensen tried
pitching left-handed ..."
Then there are the road games
at night on TV. Figure another
60 hours.

Reg. 15.99

keen business sense and lead me
tp shrewd investments. As a
result, I might 'even become
wealthy.
But if that happened, I'd be
obligated to become a
Republican. And that could
mean that I would have to play
golf with Jerry Ford and be
polite to Richard Nixon.
I suppose I cotild spend the
time studying some field in
which I'm ignorant, of which
there are many.Something,say,
like abnormal psychology.

If I could read up on that for
almost three hours a day for two
months. I would probably be the
only journalist in Chicago to
understand the relationship between Harold Washington and
Eddie Vrdolyak.
But the knowledge would'probably drive me insane, so I'll
give that a pass, too.
Well, I'll think of something.
All of this sudden free time is too
precious to waste.
Maybe I will just use it in
some healthful pursuit, such as

escaping the heat and humidity
of the city by taking shelter in a
pleasant, air-conditioned bar.
Yes, that's an idea.
And while I'm sitting there, it
will give me and my companions
a chance to ponder such great,
unanswered questions as: "If
Sutcliffe's arm hadn't gone bad
... if Trout's elbow ... if Bobby
Dernier's foot ... If Sarge's leg ..
if .. if...if."
Say, I wonder what two hottrs
and 45 minutes a day in a
sanitarium costs?

Huskies for School...Age Boys
NOW 13.99
_

,. ,

LEVI'S®
School-Age Boys

NOW 13.99
Preschool Boys
Reg. 11.99
NOW 9.99

NOW 10.50,
Straight Leg for School Age Boys
, Reg 13 00
NOW 9.75

„ ,2. . . ,,
NOW 7.99 -•"1-' - ' -

Toddler Boys & Girls

'Wren's Prewashed Straight Leg

Reg 14 00

Prep Boys.
Pre-school Boys

- NOW 16.99
Men's Rigid Bootcut/Straight Leg
NOW 13.99.
, Reg. 17.99

NOW 10.49

Men's Rigid Straight Leg
16.00
Men's Prewashed Straight Leg

NOW 11.99

_Reg .

School Age Girls
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..
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NOW 13.99
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NOW 11.99
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NOW 11.99

Reg. 16 00

Preschool Girls

, Reg. 20.00

NOW 7.50

Reg 10 00

-School Age Girls
Reg. 13.9.9
Men's Rigid Over The Boot Cut

LEE®

committee did inspect" the
building and recommended approval. I did not feel four council
members and the mayor should
have made that recommendation without a more detailed and
cost study and the involvement
of all council members in making the final decision - rather
than the unexpected recommendation and then the vote.
My statement that "I simply
do not Understand it" refers. to
the above -concerns, simply
stated:
1. The council in entirety was
not consulted nor advised prior
to the the vote.
2. The purchase of the property was not on the agenda of
business for that council
meeting and only a few would be
aware of the recommendation to
purchase the property. Nor
would they be in a position to
determine the merits of the purchase without. ,
3. A qualified estimate of the
total cost of the purchase.
renovations, paving and moving
of departments - nor the source
of funds for the costs.
I felt my comments might be
misunderstood in the August 8,
1985, council meeting and want
to clarify the statements I made.
Quite- frankly, city government can be improved in several
areas, but it has been my observation during the 19 years I have
lived in Murray that the city of
Murray is one of the very best
operated systems in the state of
Kentucky, regardless of the administration.th office.' It can be
even better with more concern
and involvement by those who
really care about our
community.

NOW 11.25

Reg. 15 00

-

Reg. 19.99

Reg. 15.00

NOW 18.99

Huskies for School Age Boys
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Reg. 15.99

Reg. 9.99
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On the entire stock
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All Leather Athletic Footwear
•Includes Nike.
' , Fifth Gear' USA Olym
*Leather styles for men, Women, & children.
•Reg. 32.99 to 52.99

of outerwear for Missy, Juniors, Petites,
a
& Women.

$Orics°

. ano Converse'

1

Clown

Will hold your outerwear purchase until Nov. 1
with regular monthly - payments. No service
charge.
' Also: register for a free '25 gift certificate to be
given away Aug. 19th.
.

Sale 28.99 to 44.99

Save 25%
Entire Line of Children's Tops & Pants
•Includ-e8 shirts,--blouses, sweaters

, vests, & pants
•Pre-schoot boys to prep boys sizes .
•Pre-school girls to jur. hi. sizes

Most sincerely.
Ed Chrisman

,

Entire Line of Twin Size Bedspreads
'Perfect for college dorms
.

*Includes solids, print's, and floral patterns

a

311/4 71111.
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"PLAIN POCKETS".

,

Prep Boys

The whole thing adds up to
about 165 hours over two months. That's more than 20 full
work days. Or six full 24-hour
days.'Or about two hours and 45
minutes a day. Without a strike, that is time I
would spend pondering the
fragility of Leon Durham's
body, the delicacy of Larry
Bowa's swing, Harry Caray's
encyclopedia knowledge of the
origins of every visiting rustic
in the ballpark. the strange expression on Lee Smith's face as if he smells something awful.
But now, thanks to the strike,
all this valuable time will be my
own. In a way, it's an,amazing
windfall.

Junior Hi Girls
Rk 25.00

(

NOW 12.99

Reg. 14.99
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letter to the editor
Dear Editor:
In the Friday,-August 9, 1985.
Ledger and Times was a report
of the Thursday,August 8, 1985,
city council meeting.
Some of my continents regarding the purchase of the Poppy
Shoppe were taken out of context and it is my wish to clarify
those comments.
During the council meeting, I
prefaced my comments regarding the purchase of that property by stating that the "city hall
building" is inefficient for current operations of the city - that
it is over-crowded and the
upstairs is not practical for dayto-day operations. I also added
that I probably would have supported the purchase of the property -- provided the structure
had been properly inspected by
someone knowledgable in the
construction field and some
estimates submitted as to the
• total costs of renovations, paving, and expense of moving the
police department or some other
department to the building, in
addition to the $55,000 cost of the
property.
I did not say_the "city hall is
the most inefficient business
around" but said-the "building"
is inefffclent for today's
operation.
I did question buying the property without the above facts being determined first and from
which source of revenue payment would be made. Also
because the purchase was not on
the agenda of the meeting nor
had it been discussed by the entire council at any time prior to
the purchase. I was out of tdwit
on that council meeting night
(probably the only qne I have
ever missed) but was advised
later that about four council
members from the public parks

• vic

The question is, what to do
with it.
I could spend that two hours
and 45 minutes a day lifting
, weights, pumping iron, battling
Nautilus machines. And at the
end of two months I might look
like Rambo and could impress
ladies while frightening wimps.
More likely. I'd just develop a
hernia,so that's out.
I could spend the time reading
The Wall Street Journal, Forbes
and other financial publications,
which would help me develop a

royko says
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Ladies golf play scheduled at Murray Club

el

Ladies day golf at
Murray Country Club
will be played Wednesday. Aug. 14, started at
8:30 a.m.
Mary Bazzell will be
golf hostesses. Persons
listed in the lineup and
unable to play or those
not listed but desiring to
play are asked to call
Mrs. Bazzell at 489-2170.
The lineup is as
follows:
8:30
m. — Peggy
Shoem ker, Billie
Cohoon, Tierry Gibbs
and Freda Steely;
8:40 .a.m. —. Wilda
Purdom. Pat Claypool,

4...
4

_

Betty Scott and Mary
Frances Bell;
8:50 a.m. — Rowena
Cullom, Culdene Robinson, Molly Booth an
Sadie Nell West:
9a.m. — Ethelene McCallon, Nancy
Haverstock, Virginia
Schwettman and Nancy
Schempp;
9:10 a.m. — Jane
Fitch, LaVerne Ryan.
Kesha Sullivan and Sue
Costello;
9:20 a.m. — Louise
Lamb, ELizabeth
Slusmeyer, Frances
Richey and Chris
Graham;

Dean)
Sg4."y

9:30 a.m. — Fairs
Alexander, Linda Alexander, Margaret Shutfett and Diane
Villanova;
9:40 a.m. — Into Orr,
Pam Mavity, Nancy
Fandrich and
Genevieve Logel;
9:50 a.m. — Betty
Lowry, Evelyn Jones,
Toni Hopson and Betty
Jo Purdom:
10 a.m. — Venela Sexton, Frances Hulse, Betty Stewart and. Jerlene
Sullivan;
10:10 a.m. — Janet
Wallis,. Lulu Bingham,
Judy Muehleman and

By Abigail
Van Buren

„

PAGEANT WINNER — Kary Lynn Morgan, 18-months-old
daughter of
Eddie and Kar Garrison Morgan.of Murray. won honors if
Most Beautiful
and First Runnerup• in the America's Little Miss and Mr.
Summertime
Pageant on July 28 at Executive Inn. Paducah. Eighteen
contestants were in
her age group. H to 2. She was presented two trophies, a $50
savings bond.
crown and banner. Kan is the granddaughter of Bobbie
Burks Chrysler of
Paducah. Junior Garrison of Murray. Audrey Morgan and the
late Edward
Voung Morgan.
-4•-•"

DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S2.00
1 -..
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Thorn and Underhill
wedding here Friday

The marriage of Miss
Jeanne Kay Thorn and
Stacy Lee Underhill
will be solemnized on
Friday. Aug. 16: at 7:30
p.m. at Mason's Chapel
United Methodist
Church.
.
The bride,elect is the
The night of your me
daughter of Mr. and
FRIGHT
Mrs. Arvis Thorn of Rt.
1. Almo. She is the
granddaughter of Mr.
control clintor 793.3314 and Mrs. Claud Thorn of
Rt. 1. Almo. and of Mrs.
, Eva cra_ig of Rt. 2.
Hazel.
The groom-to-be is the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Underhill of Rt.

CINE 1 & 2

!NIGHT!T,-

To"The
FUTURE
IIII.7I. 4

Nal,!
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/
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VIDEO TAPE
VCR RENTAL.S
Mon.-sat. II am•to pm
Sun. i pm IIInm

For health
insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
check with
State Farm.
c-o

Jane
Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

•liestmit ...I

1

good

LIME' a
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State Farm is there

5. Murray. 'He is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Underhill of
Rt. 7, Murray, and of
Mrs. Johnnie Crass of
Danville.
The Rev. John Brent
Underwood of Jackson.
Tenn.. will conduct the
ceremony.
Mrs. Oneida White
and Airs. Karen Coles
will provide the music.
Miss Marla .Tipton
will. be the maid of
honor. The bridesmaid
will be Miss Dana
Underhill. Miss Jana
Beth Thorn will be the
flower girl.
Kenny Bridges will be
the best man. The
groomsman will be
Shaun Gardner. Dusty
Burkeen will be ring
bearer.
Mrs. Sharon Myatt
will direct the wedding.
A reception will follow
in the fellowship hall of
the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
reception.

Theft losses
WASHINGTON (API
— General contractors
reported an average
loss of $8,438 for 1984
because of theft and
vandalism at construction sites.
The annual survey
conducted by the
Associated' General
Contractors of America
indicates total losses of
$516.9 million, compared to $404.3 million in
1983.

First Birthday Sale

10% 1One
OffeekStor
ewide
Only
tko

All Fall & Winter Items
intimate apparel, sleepwear. jewelry
accessories.

60-75% Off All remaining
Spring & Summer Items
Cash or check only-No charges, No layaways
No hank cards on this sale,
Register for FREE S10 Gift Certificate
10 To Be Given Away

Anit
a's
s
Wes' Side Court Square
Mayfield., Ky.
15021247-4767
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Education, Research Are Key
To Prevention, Cure of AIDS
DEAR READERS:if you have
no interest in AIDS, what it is,
how people get it, how wide-snread it is, and how to protect
yourselffrom becoming a victim,
skip this column. In an effort to
get the facts, I consulted Dr.
Michael • Gottleib, the eminent
UCLA immunologist who discovered the AIDS syntdrome in
1981. The information in this
column was confirmed by an
information- officer at the
Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta.
What is AIDS? It is the name
for Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome, a virus that attacks
and destroys the immune system,
leaving its victims vulnerable to
infections and innumerable
diseases, including types of
cancer.
How widespread is AIDS? The
epidemic is almost worldwide.
Since 1981, over 12,000 cases
have been diagnosed in the
United States alone, of which
nearly half have died from it. It
is epidemic in Central Africa
and Haiti, and has also spread
to -Europe and Australia. It is
estimated that 500,000 to 1 million people have already been
exposed to the virus. All individuals exposed do not
necessarily succumb to AIDS,
but they do have an increased
risk of developing it. There can
be an incubation period "'of
several years between exposure
to the virus and the development
of AIDS, but the exact period of
time is not known.
How is AIDS transmitted? The
most significant route is by anal
sex,oral sex and "old-fashioned"
sexual intercourse with a person who has been infected by
the AIDS virus. While most cases
have occurred among homosexual or bisexual men who have
had multiple partners. AIDS is
not exclusively a homosexual
disease. An increasing number
of'cates is being found among
heterosexual (straight) men and
women. All sexually active men
and women, gay or straight,
should be concerned.
The virus is also spread by
shared contaminated needles
,among drug abusers. Also
through blood products given to
hemophiliacs and other recipients of blood. Some good news:
Transmission through blood is
expected to decrease since the

screening of blood donors to
detect the AIDS virus began in
early 1985.
How AIDS is not spread: There
is absolutely no evidence that
AIDS is spread by casual contact with infected individuals. It;
cannot be spread by sharing
towels, food or eating utensils
with a "person who has AIDS.
Neither can it be spread by
touching, hugging or body contact other than sexual intimacy.
What can be done about AIDS?
A massive national program of
public education as well as continuing research for a vaccine is
now under way.
All sexually active people
should avoid sex with multiple
partners. They should also avoid
contact with semen.(Condoms,
for example, may offer some
protection.)
It is important for all of us in
the human family to show compassion and understanding to
the victims of AIDS.They.should.
not be avoided or ignored...-i-'
repeat, AI I):4 cannot be"caught"
b_y _ touching nr _contact other
than sexual. And although about
70,percent of the AIDS victims'•
are homosexual men, it is not
strictly a homosexual disease.
AIDS victims should be visited
by their friends.and relatives.
There is no danger to anyone
who visits or cares for a person
who has AIDS. I repeat, AIDS is
transmitted by sexual interaction with a person who has it.
Hugging, caressing, holding,
shaking hands with or being in
close contact with a victim will
not put one at risk of being
contaminated.
Don't assume that every person who has AIDS is sexually
promiscuous. One contact(even
years ago) With someone who
had it is sufficient to infect a
persbn. A wife- can get it innocently from a bisexual husband who had ,been infected
years ago by an AIDS victim.
How can one obtain more
information about AIDS? A
national hotline with an informative recording can be reached
by calling(800)342-AIDS. Many
cities have a local AIDS information hotline. Your telephone
operator can advise_ you.
Now, you know as much about
AIDS as I. And if you know
someone who can use this information, please pass it along.

Wednesday
Special

Rent Movies For

Rent 2 Movies

$1

50

Members

Nonmembers

Get One FREE
.

V.C.R. Rental
One Week Only

$ 111 1 95
.

The Professional
Movie Store

7518201

100 New Movies
'Just Arrived
This Week
Now Over 1400
Titles to Choose.

Newborn admissions,
dismissals are listed
A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday,
Aug. 9, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Baby Girl Hills,
parents, Ken and Donna, Rt. 7, Box 812,
Murray.
Dismissals ,
Michael Tyner, 110
West Blvd., Marion,Ill.;
William Smith, 1621
Loch Lomond Dr., Murray: Mrs. Judith
Brumley, Rt. 5,
Murray;
Bill Crouse, 1103
Fairlane Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Malina Wolfe, Rt.
3, Murray; Mrs. Mary
Thurmond, Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Betty Guier,
Rt. 2, Cadiz;
Michael - Wofford, 407
Brewer St., Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Laura Jennings, 1706 Calloway,
Murray; Golden
Dillard, 215 Spruce St.,
Murray:
Mrs. Lena Swift, Rt. 3,
Benton; Mrs. Jessie
Cravens, 1639 FarmerAve., Murray; John
Shendock, Box 372,
Hazel: L.V. Blanton, 109
Pine St., Murray;
Mrs. Lola Clark, 1505
Parklane, Murray;
Mrs. Sheila Lawrence,
Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Nova
Williams, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray:- Mrs.
Ola Winchester, 901
North 16th St., Murray.

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Aug. 10, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Dunlap,
parents, Richard and
Melinda, Rt. 5, Box 13,
Paris, Tenn.:
Baby Girl Gardner,
parents. Tony and
Peggy, Rt. 3, Box 80,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Nancy Rogers,
Box 49, Hazel; Mrs.
Leona Stowers, 1611
Hamilton Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Barbara Miller,
Rt. 6, Box 278, Murray;
Miss Eva Timmons,
Rt. 4, .Benton; Larry
Suiter, Rt.- 3, Box 145,
Murray; Miss Deborah
Oliver, 1407 Hillwood
Dr., Murray;
Ralph Hawkins, 218
East Water, Mayfield;
Mrs. Cindy O'Neill and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 146,
Boaz; James Redmoh,
109 Mayfarr, Mayfield;
Mrs. Anna Johnson,
1713 Wells Extended,
Murray; Johir
Shackelford, 1313 Olive
Blvd., Murray; James
Piper, 529 Mayfield
Road, Clinton;
Mrs. Helen Keller,
224B Goodman Dr.,
Paducah; Mrs. Essie
Charles, Rt. 1,Puryear,
Mrs. Dortha Childress,
Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray.

DATEBOOK—
Lions will hear Zea speak
Steve Zea, executive Vice president of MurrayCalloway Chamber of Commerce, will be guest
speaker at meeting of Murray Lions Club on
Tuesday. Aug. 13, at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House. He will address and give a
status up-date on varous economic and industrial
development issues which concern Murray and
Calloway County. A former director of planning
for the City of Murray, he has been in his present
position since September 1983. He holds both the
B.S. and Masters of Public Administration
degrees from Murray State University. Lions
Club members and their gtiests are urged fo
attend.

Free tests Wednesday
Free blood pressure- tests will be given for
senior citizens at Hazel Community Center op
Wednesday, Aug. 14, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Maudie Kennerly and Bea Hughes will conduct
the tests. The center win be open from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. with lunch to be served at noon.

Tournament Tuesday

IFIINDULINE WASWrYOUR
FIRST ROOF,MAKEITYOUR LAST.

$/00
of

Second flight — Sue
Brown, first, Freda
Steely, runnerup;
Third flight — Lulu
Bingham, first, Mary
Bell Overbey,
runnerup;
Fourth flight —
Frances Richey and
Carole Edwards, tied
for first;
Overall putts —
Louise Lamb and
LaVerne Ryan with 29
putts.

The Ladies Tri-State Golf Tournament will be
played Tuesday. Aug. 13, at South Highland
Country Club, Mayfield. Tee-off will be a shotgun
start at 9 a.m. Players should be at the club by
8:30 a.m. Several local women will be playing in.
the tournament.

backiti•schtii
Tuesday & Thursday
Special

Tonda Thomas;
10:20 a.m. — Donna
Tate, Mary Bazzell,
Carole Edwards and
Martha Sue Ryan;
10:30 a.m. — Vicki
Jones and Becki Wilion.
Winners from golf
play cm Aug,7 have been
released by Chris
Graham, hostess, as
follows:
First flight — Toni
Hopson. winner, Betty
Stewart, runnerup:

'Corrugated
Asphalt
Roofing
'Ideal For
New Roofing
Ondulina 'Less Condensation
than metal
'Lifetime Limited Warranty
Stock Colors - White. Colors Available:
Brown-Silver-Red-Blue-Green-Tan-Black

$9.49 Per Sheet
$3796 mt
• Square
• eril

Shret use 7,
* ••

RENTAL' SALES
CENTER
200 I. Ask

753-1211

32 Squares Of Material Currently On Hand

Murray Lumber Company
104 Maple 733-3161
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Jackson-Paschall wedding planned
The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Sharon Jackson
to Danny Paschall, son
of Ms. Tena Paschall
and Noah Paschall of
Hazel. has been announced by her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. A.B.
Jackson of Buchanan,
Tenn.
Miss Jackson, is the
granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Brown and of the
late Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Jackson.
She is employed as a
registered nurse with
The Golden Butterfly
Home Health Care with
headquarters at Henry,
Tenn.
•
Mr. Jackson is the
grandson of Mrs. Sue
Paschall and the late
Wesley Paschall of
Paris, Tenn., and of Mr.
and Mrs. James Ed
Crowder of 'Cottage
Grove, Tenn.
He -is employed as a,
machinist at Mordr
Parts, Paris, Tenn.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Aug.
31, at 7 p.m. at the East
Wood Church of Christ.
Paris.
A reception will follow
in the church fellowship
hall.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

is
•

Sharon.Jackson and
Danny Paschall will marry.

Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees will
meet at 7 p.m.
————
Sophomores at
Calloway County High
School are requested to
pick up schedules, pay
all school fees, ?ick up
books and get 'locker
assignments from 8
aim. to noon and 1 to 4
p.m.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
————
New basic adult
education class for
pregnant women will
begin at 9 a.m. at Adult
Learning Center, Roy
Stewart Stadium, Murray State University.
For information call
762-3048 or 436-2390.
————
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's
Club will be at 9:30 a.m.
at home of Kathryn
Outland, 1607 Keenland.
————
A representative of
Social Security Administration Will -be lit
Miller Courthouse Annek froin 10 a.m. to
noon.
————
Legion of Murray
Moose Lodge will meet
•

(=-;V•s-r

Tuesday, Aug.13
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at HealthCenter, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
———
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
————
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 1:30
p.m. at church.
————
Wednesday, Aug. 14
Free blood pressure
checks will be given for
Senior Citizens from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel
Community Cehter.
Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
————
Douglas Community
Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac-

Mr. and Mrs. Dallas
Lassiter of Cottage
Grove, Tenn.,
celebrated their golden
wedding anniversary on
Saturday, Aug. 3.
A family celebration
with their children and
grandchildren was held
at their home.
The couple was married on Aug.,9. 1935, by
the late Rev. R.F.
Gregory in his home in
Murray.
Mrs. Lassiter, the
former Maxine
Paschall, is the
daughter of the late
William Chesley
Paschall and Arrie
Nance Paschall of
Henry County, Tenn.
Mr. Lassiter is the son
of the late Arthur
Lassiter and May Scarbrough Lassiter of
Calloway County.
Present for the dinner
celebration were their
son, Wallace Lassiter
and his wife, Jerry. and
-their children, Lanita,Sandy, Dawn and
Denise of Puryear,
Tenn.;, their daughter,
Mrs. Kathy Lassiter
Bomar and sons, Kevin
and Barry of 'Paris,
'Perrn.
.
daughter-in-law, Ms.
Wanda Lassiter of Murray, wife of their other
son, Billy Frank
Lassiter, deceased:

Wednesday, Aug.14
tivities by senior
citzens.
————
Murray Head 'Start
will accept applications
and register all children
eligible for Head Start
classes from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. in Early Childhood
Center, MSU. For information call 753-6031.
————
Sophomores at,
Calloway County High
School are requested to
pick up schedules, pay
all school fees, pick up
books grid get locker
assignments from 8
a.m. to noon and 1 to 4
pm.
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
at 8 p.m. at Kenlake
State Park.
————
Ladies day activities
at Oaks Country Club
will include golf and
bridge at 9:30 a.m.
————
Ladies day activities
at Murray Country Club
(Cont'd on page 12)

Watch for D & T Warehouse
and
& 'I Produce ad
corning to Wednesdays!

T-71-

Special: Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich And French Fries

-

$1
Special Good Thru Aug 15 99

Try Patsy's Homemade Pies

Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good
Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
-1 Chestnut
St.
Murray
753-0045
Another
- Diet Center Success Story...I.4
Bettie Gillikin, of Benton, Ky., has lost 50 pounds.
Bettie is high on life after successfully losing 50 pounds on the Diet.
Center Program. Having decided she was doomed to be overweight, Bettie
was discouraged and depressed the
day she came to Diet Center.
However. it didn't take long before
Heine saw the wonderful results. She
found the diet to be safe. sound and
nutritious. No shots, drugs or special
foods.
Bettie says the daily encouragement of the counselors really helped
her because they themselves hall
once had Weight problems. Now Bettie is more healthy,energetic arirl confident. It's nice for her to hear how
good she is looking, but its even better for her to know NAV good she is
feeling inside.
Why not decide that you 1-an do it
this-tim• nd follow liettie's recommendatt
d come to Diet Center.
•Vhe last 'eight loss program you will
ever need is Diet Center
Call today for a free conSultglion.
Counselors:
, Patty Mahoney
-lean Lee

Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Lassiter
observe 50th an

egitdia Cadatut
Dane & Gyouteatia Stadia

'Dans

Boys & Girls
Age 4 and up
•Tap-Ballet
Jazz-Acrobatics

REGISTRATION
Wednesday-Aug. 14th
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Corner of 9th Ext. & Fairlane

Gysuutatice
Boys—Age 6 and up
Girls—Age 5 and up
•Recreational-EquipmentBeam,•Bar, Vauit
•Compuisary Competition
•Acrobatics - Tumbiing. &
Cheerleadina

. WINGte...tint.e
4.14
,

75:3-4647

BACK TO SCHOOL
EXTRAVAGANZA!
What: Back To School Style Show
Where:

The Cherry Branch a
1203 Chestnut St.

When:Saturday, August

17-

2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Why: To show you the wonderful new
trends for fall '85.

Now at 20% Off

Come see our school models in Esprit
. Guess' and more!

. Emannelle .
V
.

. The Village

641 North
•
753-0020
Diet Hours:
M-F 7:00-12:110; e:30-5:30
Sat. 10z00-Noon

PAGE 5

couple feted at family celebration

Coming community events are announced
Monday, Aug. 12
Tuesday, Aug. 13
AA and Al-Anon will at 8 p.m. with officers to
have closed meetings at meet at 7 p.m.
8 p.m. at First Christian
— ——
Health Express of
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061, Murray-Calloway Coun7,62-3399, 753-7764 or ty, tickspital will be on
court square at
753-7663.
Dresden, Tenn., from 9
New semester of to 11 a.m. and at
Evangelism Explosion Weakley Co. Branch
will start at 7 p.m. in Bank at Palmersville,
Fellowship Hall of First Tenn., from 1 to 3 p.m.
Baptist Church.
————
————
Living With Diabetes
Youth Club Parents' weekly meeting will be
Meeting will be at 7 p.m. at 2 p.m. in third floor
In parlor of First Chris- classroom of Murraytian Church.
Calloway County
Hospital.
————
————
"Sing Out, KenStory Hours will be at
tucky!" program will be
at 8 p.m. in Convention 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Center, Kentucky. Dam at Calloway Public
Library.
Village State Park. '
————
Tuesday. Aug. 13
"Sing Out, KenKitchen Clean-up Day tucky!" program will be
will start at 8:30 a.m. at at 8 p.m. in Convention
First Baptist Church.
Center, Kentucky Dam
————
•
Village State Park.
Rebecca Whittaker
————
Parents Anonymous
Group of First Baptist
Church WMU will meet will meet from 6 to 8
with Christine Stub- p.m. For information
call 762-2504.
blefield at 2 p.m.
———— ————
Murray Star Chapter
Bazaar
Workshop/Luncheon No. 433 Order of the
will be at 10 a.m. at Eastern Star will meet
First United Methodist at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Church.
————
————
Murray TOPS (take
Murray Head Start
will accept applications off pounds sensibly)
and register all children
eligible for Head Start
• crasses from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. in Early Childhood
Center. MSU,North 16th
Street. For information
call 753-6031.

AHANDAV. AUGUST 12, 1985

Sandy Futton
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Senator McConnell continues tour of Kentucky
DIXON. Ky.(AP — U.S. Sen.
Mitch 'McConnell is continuing
touring the 41 counties west of

Interstate 65 over the congressional recess and the Louisville
Republican said he has been

"How To Really
Love Your Teenager"
—Film Sories —
Ross Campbell, M.D.

pleased with the reception given
him so fair
Some of the area's

T36CK-Z

Will be shown

Thufsday (Aug. 15) and
Friday (Aug. 16)
6:30 p.m.
at The

Calvary Temple
641 South
...

S of f1,1_ —ay)
*Ne

j -ave a babysitter
Phone 753-7389

*2 Films Shown Nightly *
1. The Basics
_o\,e
2. Teenager Anger
3rd "."at.,:r
3. Other Problem Areas
.. an° Ba-

Prints Ready in 1 Hour!

ple

&
White processing, slide
film (E-6) processing and
Wallet size prints.
,

Snap Shot
Photo
1 Hour Photo Developing
Olympic Plaza. Murray. Ky
759-9347'
OPUS MON THIN/ SAT 11 AM ro

4. Discipline

Also

POO Of

Fraaces Drake

fk

w•••••••••••••11
I
COUPON
1Receive Two Prints For
1
The Price of One
I r Expires August 19 1985
ILimit One Coupon Per
/ I Customer And One
I Coupon Per Roll).
.
1
%. ,•!••
c 11
••••••••••••
f 2 day service on Black

11.1..

Democratic leaders,• in return,
said they have been impressed
with the freshman congressman's performance in
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
Washington. D.C.
forecast given for your birth sign.
"I thought he was coattailTUESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1985
FOR
elected," said Tom Glover. the
Democratic chairman in ARIES
SCORPIO
Webster County. referring to (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
C416
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
McConnell's narrow election in
Home matters begin to jell. ConCollaborative activity is favored.
November, when President sider inviting others over to help you
Happy news comes from afar. Advis• Reagan swept 49 states, in- celebrate. Business doesn't mix with
ers are helpful with possible career
cluding Kentucky, to. win re- pleasure today.
moves. Travel as a plus.
election. "Now, he's coming out TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
on his own."
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Local trips should be a lot of fun.
At each stop on the trip, McThough personal research pays off
Connell answers a variety of You'll reach an understanding with a 'concerning investments4 be careful
questions about the national close tie. Avoid taking fmancial.risks. that you do not misplace an impordeficit,, the farm bill, overseas GEMINI
tant item.
trade and defense. His au- (May 21 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
Paying attention to career Pays off (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
diences, generally, are conserYour love life blossoms and old
vative and supportive of the for you today. Buy yourself a present
Reagan administration, and he if you like, but stay clear of dubious friends seek your company. Enjoy
these social pluses, but watch creditdescribes himself with the same investments.
CANCER
card spending.
labels.
AQUARIUS
He notes, though, that he has (June 21 to July 3e)
Attention paid to appearance (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
opposed some administration
brings you _compliments now. Be,
Good will opens doors for you
proposals. For example, he
straightforivard regarding finances. careerwise, but you still need
-tobalked at Reagan's effort to kill
Routine pleasures are accented
complete assignments. Toe the line
the Job Corps program and the tonight.
•
for extra dividends.
president's position on farm
LEO
PISCES
supports.
mew
(July 23 to Aug.22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
maw
"If there ever was an example
Private business agreements are
Summer
activities highlight your
of something government ought reached now,although
a co-worker is day. You make plans to visit a familiar
to be involved in ... the Job -, not to be trusted. Attend
to domestic
haunt. Romance looks very promising
Corps is it," he said at the Earle interests later.
for you.
C. Clements Job Corps Center VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are blessed
near Morganfield.
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
with charisma and belong in public
McConnell apologized for the
You couldn't find a better day for life. Both artistic and practical, you
slow pace in Congress to fashion social activities. A new romance may
sometimes have difficulty reconciling
a farm bill, and said comments confuse you, so take time to sort these qualities.
It is important that
from western Kentucky farmers everything out.
you like your work to keep from
had him thinking about whether LIBRA
goofing off. Learn to have greater
the program should take a free- ...(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
faith in others,.for..at.times..y.ou're
nriailc-et-apffoaCti.....
.• The personal touch brings you suspicious of their motives. An intercontrols and taking land out of career gains today. Use self-discipline est in the Mysterious makes
you a
production.
to take advantage of opportunity.
good fiction writer.
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Block asks for report on school
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Agriculture
Secretary John R. Block
has named a blueribbon panel to recommend changes in the
Graduate School, which
investigators say helped
other federal agencies
sidestep federal manpower ceilings and procurement curbs.
The report from the
Agriculture Department, which oversees
the school, detailed a
nearly two-year probe
by the department's Office of Inspector
General following a
whistleblower corn -

plaint. No criminal
charges were leveled,
but officials who spoke
only on condition of
anonymity said a grand
juilt was looking into
that possibility.
A further report, involving an audit of the
school, is still in the
works. The portions
released were made
public after a Freedom
of Information request
by The Associated Press
and others.
Block named Kenneth
H. Gilles, administrator
of the department's
Federal Grain Inspection Service, to head the

special panel to make
recommendations
"regarding the structure, mission and
-future" of the school.
Those will due by Oct.
31.
Among the options
listed in Blocks letter to
Gilles, was the possibility that the school be
abolished. It was
started in 1921 to help
USDA employees continue their education.
No college degrees are
conferred, but credits
can be earned to help
federal workers in their
job careers.
Generally, the report

alleged the school used
'Interagency training
agreements" with other
agencies — including
the Pentagon, the Agency for International
Development and the
Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative — to circumvent federal laws
dealing with procurement and employment.
Typically, the report
said, the school would
"serve as a pass
throughcontractor" by
hiring people wanted by
a client agency, and pay
their salaries. For this
service, the school collected up to a 30 percent

"overhead fee" or commission from the client
agency.
The report cited a
number of he school's
senior officials for alleged "misuse of federal
funds and mismanagement" of the institution's programs. Those
included Edmund D.
Fulker, director, a
26-year employee who
resigned under pressure.
In a statement to investigators, Fulker
denied any wrongdoing_
and said many practices
cited in the report had ---been standard procedure for years.

Official 1985 farm report expected
WASHINGTON (AP)
— One of the
Agriculture Department's most important
reports of the season,
being readied for public
release, includes the
first official estimate of
1985 production of corn,
soybeans, cotton and
other crops to be
harvested this fall.

The report, expected
to be made public today,
also will list total wheat
production this year, including the output of
spring-plan.ted
varieties. Previous
reports had already
shown winter wheat production — which accounts for three-fourths
of the total — to be down

from the 1984 level.
The corn figures are
of special value to
domestic and foreign
users, and will be examined closely for their
impact on grain and
livestock markets in the
coming year.
Revised figures will
be issued each month

Milk plan helps reduce
price support payments

•

WASHINGTON (API
— The Agriculture
Department's temporary Milk Diversion
Program, which ended
this spring, saved the
government from $614
million to $664 million in
price support payments,
the General Accounting
Office says.
The program, implemented in January of
1984. reduced last year's
excess milk production
by up to 4.11 billion
pounds, the congressional research agency
concluded in a study
released Monday.
In an attempt to cut
government spending
on milk price supports,
the Agriculture Department authorized the

temporary program and about 3.74 to 4.11 billion
paid for it primarily pounds below the level
from a 50-cent-per- that could otherwise
hundred-pound assess- been expected," the
ment on milk sales.
study said. "In addition,
Some 38,000 of the na- about 705 million pounds
tion's 200,000 milk pro- of the milk produced
ducers took part in the was used on the farm
program, which was set and not marketed
up because the govern- because of the
ment's purchases of program."
surplus dairy products
Although the GAO ofhad ballooned from $247 fered no formal recommillion in 1979 to $2.7 mendations, it cautionbillion in 1983.
ed that the program's
Producers were paid effects might be short,
about $955 million to lived.
reduce their sales by
"Evidence suggests
five to 30 percent that milk production
through all of 1984 and and Agriculture's
the first quarter of 1985. surplus dairy product
"GAO estimates that purchases will increase
the program was now that the program
responsible for reducing has ended," the report
1984 milk production by said.

Farmers still face financial woes

•

WASHINGTON ( AP
— Last winter it ap-peared many farmers
would not have enough
money to plant their
crops in the spring. But
most did, and 1985 could
be another banner year
for grain production.
The financial crunch
hasn't gone away,
however, and
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block says
farmers are headed for
"another round of
severe credit problems"
next winter.
"I don't know exactly
what's going to be done,
we're looking at different options," Block
said Wednesday in a
telephone interview
with a group of farm
editors.
Meanwhile, the
Farmers Home Administration said
Wednesday that through
June 30 — the first nine
months of the fiscal
year that began last
Oct. 1 — it had made
farm loans totaling $5.1
billion. That included
$4.1 billion in operating
loans to 76,826
borrowers.
Comparably, for the
first nine months of the
1983-84 fiscal year, the
FmHA made $3.9 billion
in farm loans, including
$1.86 billion in operating
loans to 54,632
borrowers.
In all, officials said,
total farm loans this
fiscal year could exceed
$6 billion, compared
41tvith $4.4 billion in
1983484. The -agency is
often called the farm
lender of last resott
because loans are made
only to those who can't
get credit from commercial sources.
The rate of farm
taktovers by the FmHA
and other lenders in

which the agency
shared the loan business

through November to
reflect significant
changes in the crop
situation.
Corn is by far the
largest and most
valuable crop grown by
American farmers.•• -It
provides the basic
animal feed that turns
out meat, poultry and
dairy products.
The official estimate
by USDA — in this case
based on field conditions
as of Aug. 1 — is regarded as the main standard
for farmers and the industry. And there had
been strong signs that
another bumper corn
harvest was in the
works.
In a supply-and demand analysis issued
on July 10, for example,
department economists
projected the 1985 corn
crop at nearly 8.1 billion
bushels, give or take 700
million bushels. That
would be up from 7.66
billion bushels last year

and would rank as the
third-largest on record.
The July 10 projection
was based on 'assumptions and trends in
yields, while the official.
August estimate is based primarily on surveys'
of farmers and field
conditions.
Further indications of
this year's prospects
have been in weekly
reports by the government's Joint
Agricultural Weather
Facility operated by the
departments of Interior
and Agriculture.
Last week's report for
July 29 to Aug: 4 which included the
period in which USDA
made its production
survey — said that
"corn was good to excellent in portions of the
Corn Belt and mostly
good elsewhere. Rain
improved crop conditions in most areas,
especially in the
Southeast."

You take
dependable
electric service
for granted.

COLOSSAL CANTALOUPE — Tommy Kay Phillips. of Murray. displa •
a 13 lb. cantaloupe which was grown in the family garden.

••44•1.4%;.
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Don't Pay That High Farmowners Insurance Premium Until You Compare
Rates With...

PURDOM, THURMAN
McNUTT INSURANCE
407 Maple
Southside Ct. Sq.
753-4451

has declined this year,
the figures showed.

Quality Petroleum
Products
-^

cher oil ca inc.

bbel

L.P. Miller St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0212

You're invited
to tour our facilities and inspect
John Deere tractors and equipment.

Southern States

Onduline
Farm roofing
that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.

And we're glad.
We like being taken for granted. Because
we take pride in doing a good job of
providing you with the kind of dependable
electric service you've come to expect.
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And you can continue to count on us to
continue providing reliable electric
service to your home 24 hours a day.
365 days a year—in all kinds of weather

••

Nur.89,,

Call us today and ask about our complete
home energy management services

. Stock Colors:
White, Brown, Gray, Red
Colors Available:
Tan, Black, Blue, Green

TVA

ELECTRICITY. Get the
most fqr your money.

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.

753-1423

--.•••••••••01

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
*Fish Fry and B.B.Q.
*Door Prizes Every Hour
*Entertainment

Electricity serves yotibbst when you use
it efficiently. By avoiding waste, you'll
enjoy the benefit of using electricity and
save money too.

•Easy .to install, lightweight
flexible sheets
• Wind and weather resistant
•Insulates against heat and noise
$35.99
$9.47
Mat. Sq.
Per Sheet

Industrial Rd.
•

Saturday
August 17th

753-5012

JOHN DEERE

J. D. EQ. CENTER
Hwy. 641 South
Murray, Ky.
(502)759-1617
Teddy Beane

Dave Kimbell

Dan Walker
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uertermous wins Shrine Tournament at 2-under-par

16

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
Dr. John Quertermous shot a 2-under-par
142 to win_ the 17th annual Murray Shrine
Club Golf Tournament
at the Murray Country
Club this weekend,
while the local Shrine
' Club raised approximately $3500.
Tournament director
Tommy Sanders said
the two day tourney was
very rewarding as 199
golfers came out to vie

Protection
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Soutos,de ot the Cl square
753 4-4b 1

an McNutt
State Auto Insurance

for one of 67 prizes
which were given away.
Sanders said there,were
ten prizes awarded in
each flight, a closest to
the pin prize, and for
longest and'Worst drive
of the the tournament.
Also, a ten pound can
of. popcorn, donated by
Herman Kelly Ellis,
was available for
anyone driving onto the
green from the tee on
hole no. 7, but no one
was even close, according to Sanders.
The money raised by
the tournament goes for
activitieS sponsored by
the Murray Shrine Club,
Sanders said.
"This tournament is
just designed for.a.g.00dtime." said Quertermous after his victory.
"If you come out here
just to win it defeats the
purpose. If you come
'out, shoot well and have
a good time then that's
great."
Quertermous said he
felt like he hit the ball
real well both days, but
-the---seputted -better
cond round Sunday as
he shot a 2-under-par 70,
two strokes below his
score of 72 on Saturday.

V.liners
thampionship
Flight
lifl Quertermous
Linn Flamm
Mike Holton First Flight
Dick Stares
Paul Burgess
Tommy Sanders
Roger Grogan
1km Robin:Pun
Second Flight
John Boyer
1 lougI irarian,
14111 Thurmond
Jim Barr-irk
terry Hopkins
Third Flight
Bob Hatcher
Mot' Fitts
htichaed Welts • • •
•
Fourth Flight
Charlie Bro.n
7erald Jones
JuMortarle
Joe SI alker
Tom Devor

142
147

ly
155
155
157
157
157
162
163
163
163
163
172
172
• •t751

Filth Flight
Billy Holt
Ro% St alker

191
191

TOURNAMENT CHAMPION — Doctor John Quertermous (left) holding
his two-svar-old daughter Sarah accepts the Murray Shrine Club Golf Tournament's first place trophy from Tommy Sanders, tournament director.
Quertermous shot a 2-under-par 72-7(1-142 for the tournament crown at the
Murray Country Club this weekend. Quertermous (left) lines up a putt on
the no. 1 green Sunday as he finished round two with a 35-35.
— Staff photos by Chris Evans
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Trelino places second

Hubert Green takes 67th PGA championship
DENVER (AP) — A
veteran of 15 seasons on
the PGA tour, Hubert
Green knows you don't
play with fire, especially a red-hot Lee
Trevino.
After Trevino rifled
an approach shot that
landed a foot from the
cup on the ninth hole.
Green countered with
an 8-iron to within two
feet.
Both got easy .birdies
and Trevino's attempt
-t0 seize the tribrrientuna
had been doused. _A;
heavy putter, weighed
Trevino. down on 'the
back nine, and Green
emerged with his second major golf tine,

capturing the 67th PGA the fifth hole.
Chanipionship Sunday
Playing in the same
by two strokes.'
group,they dueled neckGreen closed with a and-neck until Trevino
steady 1-over-par 72 for three-putted for the
a total of6-under 78 and fotirth time, at the 15th
pocketed $125,000.
hole, giving Green a
"That was a very im- 1-shot lead he never
portant shot." Green relinquished.
said. "When you play
Trevino's final bid for
with The Mex and he consecutive PGA titles
gets hot, you've got to do and a seventh major
something to dampen ended at the par-5 17th,
his coals quick. If he where he drove into the
gets away from you, rough, was unable to get
run and hide and his second shot out of
you won't catch him."
the deep rass, pitched
---Trevino, the defen- over the green, chipped
ding champion who back and two-putted for
began the final round bogey, giving Green a
three shots behind 2-shot edge heading into
Green, drew into a tie the final hole.
after getting an eagle on
"I didn't feel very

comfortable with the
putter today," said
Trevino, 45. "The
greens herg got a little
fast for me. I use a
heavy putter, and it
doesn't have a good
history on fast greens. I
found myself getting
very defensive with the
putter."
Last year, Green
reached a low, point,
finishing 135th on the
earnings list.
"It's nice to go in the
locker room again and
have guys pat you on the
back,'The said.
Trevino, with a final
round of even-par 71.
was at 280 and earned
$75,000 for second place.
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Andy Bean, who finish
ed with a 68, and TzeMidg Chen, older ' 1 ,ENVER . Al'I — Final
scores Sunria%: in. luding prize
brother of -U.S. Open
a inning1. in the 67th PGA na
contender Tze-Chung
tonal championship on the
71101*.raed: par 71 ChFrry Hills
Chen, tied for, third at C
o u n 1 r y C 1 ii b c ourSe
Hubert Green
281. Chen had the day's
1125 loo.
67 69 7o 72,27*.
best round of 65.
Lee Trey ino
175 moo
Another shot back at ..as 75 71 —2sii
Andy Bean
142 51111
282 was South African
71 70 72 fis — 261
Nick Price. At 283 were
$42.5on
Tze %ling l'hen
Tom Watson, Fred
69-11
'71 155— 2S1
NI. k Fr it e
$ 5 0 111
Couples, Corey • Pavin
1t'6%7h
and Buddy Gardner.
Fred S'oliples
117 I '7 5
711 ii5 76 72-263
The victory, the 19th
T 0 m W a t s ii n . 1 1 7
67 70 74 72-2..3
of his career, earned
Fludtly Gardner
-117 12'
,
Green a spot on this
73 73 70.61 —i;s3
year's Ryder Cup team.Cores Pay in
117 17 •",
It also gave him ' ..75 73.69 — 2P.3
Peter Jacobsen
$2,023.240 in career ear- 66 71 71%•7'2 — 2S4
Lann% %%aril; in,
nings, making. him the
74*-611 73
10th player in history to
reach $2 million.
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Men, Women & Children can take advantage of this super sport shoe
special on great styles for Back to School. They're the shoes you want
for casual wear or outdoor activities. Buy now at Savings you can
appreciate.
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Select From Over 50
Styles of Shoes
Before you roll it over
consider rolling it into Republic.
. It you have a CD that's just about to
mature at another bank,lake'advantage
of Republic's great rate on a three year
certificate. Instead of rolling it over at
another bank;as soon as it matures roll
it over to Republic.
Just come into Republic's convenient
office and start earning one of the highest interest rates around on a three year
certificate. Or, select the certificate that
best suits your needs from among Republit's other flexible term CD's.
• Republic guarantees the rate for the
entire term of your certificate. And,
you'll have the security of knowing

your deposits are backed by the Federal
Savings & Loan Insurance Corporation,
and backed by the full faith and credit
of the United States Government.
Sp if you want to make the most of
the money you have, come on intO
Republic. And get on a roll.
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$5,000 minimum deposit
`nih.tantial penalty required for early withdrawal.

Select From These Famous Name Brands:
Member: Federal Savings & Loan Insurance Corporation
Your Sayings Federally Insured Up To $100,000 .

1141ew Balance i-Brooks
;FootJoy ;Spot-Bilt
I-Puma
iAdidas
<13ony _ iConverse

IDiadora
Igaucony
-

-

10091Main Street
Benton, Kentucky 42025

•(502) 527-1447 Menton

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
•

DENNISON-HUNT Sporting Goods
1203 Chestnut

"Everything for that SPORT in YOUR lite

7518844
Si
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McEnroe is ready to regain U.S. open title
STRATTON, Vt.(API feeling physically ill
- After a disappointing following Wimbledon
French Open and an last month.
•
early exi-t from
He said he is beginnWimbledon, John
ing to feel as good as he
McEnroe has served
did in January when he
notice that he is healthy,
won the Master's
eager and able to defend
against Lendl. He won
his U.S. Open title.
five tournaments after
Approaching the form
the Master's - as did
that produced five titles
Lendl - but lost in the
earlier in the year. - semifinal
s of the French McEnroe served, chargOpen and the quartered and volleyed past
finals of Wimbledon. Ivan Lendl 7-6 (7-4 ), 6-2
Sunday to' win tile
To help stay fresh, he
$315,000 Volvo Interna- said he has clecided
tional Tennis Tourna- cut back on doubles
ment in a clash between
play. "It's gotta fie fun
the world's top two But sitting out there at
players.
midnight in a doubles
'I felt eager,'' match, I'd be saying,
McEnroe said after 'What am I doing here?'
talking earlier about "he said.
losing his freshness and
McEnroe took a
HEADS-DOK'ti FORM - John Quertermous
proved that keeping your head down and eye on
the ball will make a big difference when the
score is totaled. Quertermous shot a 2-under-par
35-35-70 in round two Sunday to lead the pack of
199 golfers in the Murray Shrine Club Golf
Tournament.
- Staff photo by Chris Evans

MHS football tickets on sale
Reserve tickets for
The Murray High Sehool
football team's season
opener against
Russellville in the Purchase Bowl Aug. 24 at
Path! ah Tilghman
High School will go on
sale Thursday Aug. 15.
The reserve bleacher
tickets will be availabe
at Murray High School
and Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods for $4.50
unt ,
the day of the
game.
Fans Are encouraged
to purchase their tickets
in Murray prior to the
contest in order that the
money generated will go
back into the Murray

High School football
program.
The bowl features the
Tigers and Russellville
at 6 p.m. and Paducah
Tilghman faces Trigg
County in the night-cap
beginning at 8 p.m.

For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

California
Kansas City
Oakland
Chicago
Seattle
Minnesota
Texas

."Vj..•

Saisea-

K STUMP REMOVAL
WI` ton rerno,re OtiMpi up
io 14 below the wound
435 4343 oi 435 4310
We Now Haul Pit Giovel
•
•-•
C

AlifIX League Baseball
At A Glance
By The Associated Prep
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pd
GB
70 41
.631 62 47
569
7
58 51
532 11
. 56 53
514 13
55 53
509 131
,
49 58
45s 19
36 73
330 :0
West Division
63 46
157,4
- 59 49
546
59 50
541. 4
54 .53
.505 8
50 59459 13
46 59
449 14
41 69
376 22

Saturdays Games
California 9. Minnesota 1
New York 7. Boston 3
I Mtroit 5. Cleveland 4. 11 innings
Milwaukee 5, Chicago 2, 11 innings
Baltimore 9, Texas
Kansas City 4. Toronto 3. 10 innings
Cjaikland 11. Seattle 5
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 7. Detroit 2
New York 5. Boston 3
califorma 12. Minnesota 0
Chicago 4. Milwaukee 1
Toronto 5. Kansas City 3. 10 innings
Seattle 9. Oakland 6
Baltimore 9, Texas 4
Mondays Games
Oakland i Mura 0-0 and Codiroli 10.81 at Minnesota
Blyleven 10-12 and Schrom 8.12i. 2.41-n,
Cleveland Waddell 5-5 or Romero 1-1 I at Baltimore
I McGregor 9.91. flI.
Kansas City iGulsicza 8-6 at Boston Nipper 7.71.
.n
California iwitt 9-7 and Slaton 4.91..al Seattle i Beattie 4-5 and Wills (4-41. 2. .11

Johnson reminded
that each player must
provide his own pair of
cleats.
The freshman season
is slated to get under
way Sept. 5 with a road
trip to Trigg County.
This year the team will
have five home stands
and three games on the
road, including Heath
and Calloway County.

*Parts it Accessories for.
ALL FOREIGN CARS

30% Off Beetle'Parts
10% Off Bosch PaTts
20% Off Beck/Arnley
10% Off All Other Parts
& Accessories
(With this coupon, Expires 8-31-85)

Foreign Auto Parts __
Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30

Sat. 9-3

Olympic Plaza

753-0632

753-2211

Radio thaek

America's Leading
TV Antenna
Manufacturer

sUPERCOLO
TV ANTENNA

SPECIAL.
Bring a Clear Color Picture Back To Your TV!

er• •...ow,

To.

'Kansas City at Boston.'• fl
New York at Chicago. in'
Toronto at Texas. in.
Oakland at Minnesota, in .Detroit at Mirwaukee..n.
California at Seattle n •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
•
East Division
New York
St Louis
Montreal
Chicago
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

ng
65
62
54
51
33
64
57
51'
51
49
42

44
51
52
59
59
68

Butler. Cleveland. 32. LSmith
Kansas City. 27
PITCHING i9 deci•
sions -Birtsas. Oakland, 9-2.
'$16. 323. Guidry. New York.
15.4. 789. 301. Romanick
California, 13-5. 722. 3 14.
Saberhagen. Kansas City. 13-5.
722. 2 85. JHowell, Oakland.9-4.
692.1 95. Key. Toronto,9-4. 692.
266
STRIKEOUTS -Morris.
Detroit, 137. Ellyleven, Min
nesota, 135. Banniater. Chicago.
127. Burns. Chicago. Pn: Witt.
California. 117
SAVES-Quisenberry. Kansas
(7Ity. 25. Froweti. Oakland. 23.
Hernandez. Detroit. 22. Moore.
California. 21, Righetti. New
York. 21

593 528
7
527
7
444 14
.154
3112 22

NATIONAL LEAGUE
270 at
,
' BATTING
bats 1-McGee. StLemis. 350.
Guerrero. Los Angeles. 331..
Herr. Stl.ouis. 301, Gwynn. San
Diego. 306. Cruz. Houston. 303
- 114UNS-Murphy. Atlanta.
Coleman. StLouis. 79, Guerrero.
Los Angeles. 77, Raines.. Mon
treat. 76; McGee, StLoins. 76
RBI-Murphy. Apanta. 63
SO, Parker
4Clark.
Cincinnati. -80. Herr, SBA:lois.
7A, GWIlson. Philadelphia. 611
HITS-Mecee. StLouis, 141
Gwynn. San Diego. 131. Parker.
Cincinnati, 1214. Herr. Stimuis

1'27. Garvey, San Diego 124
1,
01- 141.ES•V8allach. Mon•
treat. 29. Parker, Cincinnati 27.
Hernandez. New York. 25, Herr
StLouis. 25, /Clark. StLouis. 24
TRIPLES- McGee
St/antis.
13. Coleman. StLouis 11. Raines.
Montreal, 8. Samuel,
Philadelphia S. Gladden San
Francisco. 6
HOlilF: RUNS-Murphy. Allan,
Ia. 30; Guerrero. Los Angeles
28. Parker, Cincinnati. 21.
Horn. r. Atlanta. 20. .1Clark
SII.ouis. 20
STOLEN BASES Coleman
Stkouis. 78, Raines Montreal.
43. Lopes. Chit-ago. 41, McGee.
StLouis. 41. Redus. Cmcinnati,
40
PITCHING
decisions.•Franco Cincinnati.
9.1. 900, I 98, Nelch
Los
Angeles. 81. AMP, 1 14. Gooden
Nev. York. II' 3, 857. 1 M. Her •
shtser. Los Angeles. 123. MOO,
243. Hawkins. San Biego 14 4
778,_3! 15
STRIKEOUTS-Gooden, New
York. 16/1. Ryan. Houston. 181
Spto, Cincinnati, 158. Valen
meta. Los' Angeina 151 had
ing, New York 122
"
. SAIIIES-Reardon, %Iontreal
'414
LeS mith. Cho.ag..
GosAage San Diego_ 21 Vosser.
Clocinnsti, 19 Soli., Atlanta
19

V."

Compares

West Division
I.os Angeles.
Cincinnati
San Diego
Houston
Atlanta
San Francisco

3lajor League Baseball Leaders
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING
270 at
bats -Brett. Kansas City. 355.
Flog'gs, Boston. .354: Henderson.
New York. 347, Mattingly. New
York. .329. Lacy. Baltimore.
316
RUNS-Henderson. New
York. 5114, Ripken. Baltimore. 78,
.Whitaker. Detroit. 78; Molitor.
Milwaukee, 74. Winfield. New
York. 74.
RBI -Mattingty. New York.
90. Murray. Baltimore. 85. Winfield. New York. 78. Ripken.
Baltimore, 77. Baylor. New
York. 75
HITS-Boggs. Boston. 153.
Mattingly. New York. 142.
Wilson. Kansas City. 136.
Whitaker. Detroit. 134, Butler.
Cleveland. 132
DOUBLES-Mattingly. New
York. 35. Buckner. Boston. 32.
Boggs. Boston. 31, Cooper,
Milwaukee.
S. Walker.
Chicago. 28
TRIPLES-Wilson, Kansas
City. /6; BMW, Cleveland. 1I:Puckett. Minnesota. 10. Cooper,
Milwaukee. A, 5 are tied with 6
HOME IttINS PIM/ Chicago,
30: Da -vans, Detroit. 26,
Balboni, Kansas City. 24.
Thomas. Seattle. 24, 'Presley,
Seattle 24
STOLEN BASES-Henderson.
New York. 51. Pettis. Califor
Ma. 34. 9Vilson. NonseeCity. 33.

4\4_

W L Pct. GB
42
fill
4:1
. 602
48
5
564
500 12
54
448 151
58
,
308 321
74
,

Saturday's Games
New York A. Chicago 3
San Francisco 6. Atlanta 5
St. Louis 5. Philadelphia 4. 1st game
St Louis 13. Philadelphia 4. 2nd game
Montreal 7. Pittsburgh 5
I.os Angeles 2. Cincinnati 1
Only games scheduled,
Sunday's Games
New York 6. Chicago 2
Montreal 6. Pittsburgh 5
Philadelphia 4. St Louis 1
Los Angeles 4. Cincinnati 0
Houston 7. San Diego 2
Atlanta 7. San Francisco .1
Monday's Games
Montreal iYoumans 1-01 at Chicago ,Sorensen 3-2.
Philadelphia i Denny 7.81 at New York i Fernandez
3-6i. in.
Pittsburgh Winn 2.4, at St [aims'Tudor 14-8.. in.
Cincinnati i Soto 10.12 at San Diego i Thurmond
3.7i. in.
Atlanta I Mahler 16-9 at Los Angeles Honeycutt
6-10,. fl)
Only games scheduled
Tuesdly's Games
Houston at San Francisco
Montreal at Chicago
Philadelphia at New York . n
Pittsburgh at St Louis. .ni
Cincinnati at San Diego. on .
Atlanta at Los Angeles. in

New York Niekro 10-9 at Chicago Nelson 7-6,, in
Toronto tAlexander 12.64 at Texas 1 Hooton 5.6i. in
Detroit !Tanana 6-11 at Milwaukee iCocanower
2:1o. in)
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland at Baltimore. in

1

Foreign Auto Parts

Check our home
owner's rates.
*Try Trinity's
Select Program
614 5.,4th

a third possible confrontation in New York.
McEnroe now holds a
13-11 edge in their
series, but had lost the
last two times, on clay,
to Lendl.

Thursday in shorts
before the team will
dress out in full pads
starting next week.

Ukt a goon
migrate
Sire Farm Is there

.a•

McEnroe charged the
net.
McEnroe and Lendl,
ranked 1-2 in the world,
could meet again this
week in the Canadian
Open in Montreal before

Major League Baseball Standings

Toronto
New York
Detroit
Boston
Baltimore
Milwaukee
Cleveland

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435 4319

Murray High School
freshman football coach
Gil Johnson will hold a
team meeting Wednesday, Aug. 14 at 11 a.m.
for players interested in
freshman football at.the
Murray High School
field house.
"This is just going to
be a 'get to know' type
meeting where the
players can meet the
coaches and find out
what is expected of
them," said Johnson.
He added that regular
practice will begin

rain delay at the start.
and an 85-minute delay
in the fourth game slowed him.
McEnroe was particularly pleased with
his serve, which seldom
failed him against
Lendl. He lost only four
points in five service
games, except when
_Lentil broke him in the
seventh game with four
clean winners as

Fain
Insurance
Agency

SCOREBOARD

Olympians
fare well
in ring
LOS ANGELES (API
- A trio of American
boxers celebrated the
one-year anniversary of
their gold medal winning performances
in the Olympic Games
in the best possible
style.
Paul Gonzales, Henry
Tillman and Frank Tate
all scored convincing
victories Sunday in sixround professional
bouts televised nationally at the Hollywood
Palladium.
It was a year ago Sunday that the three won
their gold medals at the
nearby Los Angeles
Sports Arena.
Gonzales. of East Los
Angeles, making his pro
debut in the super
flyweight division,
scored a unanimous
decision over Jose
"Pulga" Torres of Tucson, Ariz.
Tillman, of Los
Angeles, raised his professional record to 6-0
with five knockouts by
stopping Larry Phelps
of Dayton. Ohio, at 1:11
of the second round in
their heavyweight bout:
And Tate, of Houston,
won his eighth professional fight without a
loss by scoring a
unanimous decision
over Tommy "Mad
Dog" Smith of Tyler,
Tex., in their middleweight bout.
Gonzales, 21, and the
29-year-old Torres both
weighed 115 pounds.
Torres' record dropped
to 23-14-2. There were no
knockdowns. Gonzales
won by scores of 60-54 on
all three scorecards.

Freshman football meeting set

month off after
Wimbledon - the Volvo
International was his
first tournament in
preparation of his
defense of the U.S. Open
title he won last year
against Lendl.
McEnroe entered Sunday's :40.000 final feeling "better than I have
all week, better than I
have in a month." Not even a 20-minute

4fki.

With Antennas
Costing Up to
50% More!

SPeCiall
BonUS•
iv v4FiFtA
U'-"
signa‘40tter
utzwi'ittee
wefts"'

Mast
not
included

399

Get Ready to Enjoy the New Fall
TV Season and Football Action!.
Greatly improves reception-even in fringe areas! Wide-swept 600 elements capture all the
available signals so you'll see the clear picture
and color your set was designed to deliver.
Attaches to your stereo for improved FM reception and full stereo separation. Gold-alodized
finish fights corrosion for years of trouble-free reception. And it's factory preassembled with 25
snap-together elements-install it yourself flizi
save! #15-1711

ONLY

2188

Big Savings on These Sale-Priced TVs
Lightweight 5"
B&W Portable TV

13" Color TV With
RemOte Control
By Radio Shack

PortaVision' by Realistic

14°f") 8899
129.95

Weighs only 5'12 pounds!_Built-in sun
stlade, slide-rule, tuning and all-electronic

tuner. Operates on AC,12VDC or batteries. ,
#16-102 n,agonali, messureo Batteries DC adapter PstrA

Cut

29995

399.95
$100
Low As $20 Per Month on Citiline.
25% off! Comb filter for improved picture
definition and gorgeous color. Wireless infrared remote for armchair control. 105-channel
cable-reedy tuner. #16-231 Diagonally measured
Batteries for remote extra

Check Your Phone Book tortheitadie Thaek Store or Dealer Nearest You

Larry Krouse Insurance°
524 Main

759-9888
1

Ai'

•C.1m ,ne leV011i.nQ
connSios OF ANDY CO6PORAT
oq.cr s hpoi. Cr eAR T4C tpAToNG STORES ANO OF Al.FRS

credit tnirn Catena Payment may vary *bending upon balance

-404

• -

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)
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Fraud team reprieved

M1)11)AV, AUGUST 12, 1983

CLASSIFIEDS

COVINGTON, Ky. In Atlanta.
(API - Federal ofArmstrong has deLegal
ficials have delayed a nounced federal of- 1
decision on whether to ficials for their plans to
Notice Of Sale
cut off funds for Ken- cut off funds for the unit,
Public notice is
tucky's food stamp
which has made 400 arhereby given that the
fraud unit until rests since it was set up
United
States of
in 1980.
September.
acting
America.
Federal funding for
through the Farmers
The regional director-.
the Covington-based
Itome Administrafraud unit was schedul- of the food stamp pro- tion, has for sale the
ed to end July 31, but the gram. Chirie Morris; following described
government now has of- .said she does not ques- real property:
fered to renew funding if tign the effectiveness of
A tract of land conthe unit agrees TO spend - the - Kentucky unit_ But sisting Of 77 aeres".-Iri:
more time investigating - she and Sanford said the eluding a dwelling.
$158.000 in federal funds
food stamp recipients
tobacco barn, stock
and less time chasing the unit received last barn, -corn crib and
year was intended for
food stamp traffickers.
two
grain
bins,
A spokesman for.state investigating fraud by located approximateAttorney General David food stamp recipients. ly 10 miles east of
Armstrong, who runs - not fraud by people who .Benton. Kentucky, on
the fraud unit, said he is illegally sell fond Highway 1364.
stuhying the federal stamps.
The property will be
proposal. Armstrong's
"We want to see the sold under the followunit has until Sept. 1 to funding used to ensure ing,conditions
make a decision, said that people who get food
For cash or terms of
Charles Sanford, assis- stamps are those who not less than 10,;
tant regional director of are entitled to them." downpayment and not
the food stamp program
to exceed 25 amortizMs. Morris said.
ed
payments
at
Annual-interest
for the balance of the
purchase price. A 10(
deposit is required,
•which will be promptly refunded if the offer
is not accepted.
Preference will be
given to a cash offer
which is at least 97';
of the highest offer requiring credit. Acceptance of any bid based
on the condition that
FmHA finance all or a
portion of the sale on
terms will be subject
to approval of the bidder's
credit
by
FmHA.
Offers for purchase
of property will be
sealed bids, and opening of bids will . be
public. Bids will be
opened at the FmHA
office, 104 North Fifth
Street,'Murray, Kentucky. on August 15,
1985, at 2:00 p:m.

Wanted

WILL babysit in my
SECRETARIAL/
LADY to live in with
home, ages newborn-4
clerical. Established
invalid lady, room,
years old, have good
Parfa. -Tn. Co. seeking
board & salary. Call
experience. Call 753highly motivated in759-1661.
6550 ask for Linda.
dividual to assist in
ORGANIST 'needed for
„purchasing
dept.
WILL do babysitting,
both Ram & Ilam SunSecretarial/clerical
my home, references,
day Church Services, to
anytime. Please call
skills required. compuapply call 753-3876 from
759-1019.
ter programming/
8am-12pm.
Navy
STOLEN. 26
word processing a
SALESPERSON.
New
10. Business Opportunity
must. Experience with
Blue girls bicycle,
vacation resort on Lake
overseas shipping Sr
"Coast King". If found
A golden opportunityBarkley tOooking for
customs helpfull.
call 753-8921 after
make money in your
several enthusiastic
Qualified applicants
15:3up.m.
spare time. Join
persons if you are over
only. E0g. Send rtTODDLERS Day Care 19. have a pleasant look
FRIENDLY HOME
sume to P.O. Box 1059,
has openings for infants and an outgoing perTOY 'PARTIES, the
Paris, Tn. 38242 Attn.
& other ages. 18 years sonality. This could be
leader for 30 years.
Purchasing Dept.
experience. 753-2555.
Openings for managers
the opportunity of your
SECRETARY needed
and dealers. We have
lifetime. Call 502-924NEED A LOGO?
for general office work
the largest and best line
5814.
A new Clesfg•fl for your business
which includes typing,
in-Tarty plan. Earn big
NURSING. 3 University
card store stationary. etc In
shorthand, telephoning
money plus bonuses and
nursing faculty
dovidualized drawings done at a
and computer. Send
travel incentives. Start
reasonable rate
positions: (1) outstandresume to P.O. Box
now and earn money
Call 759-256-1 ing opportunity in a
1040-B, Murray, Ky.
immediately. Call toll
dgraduate program
SPEECH-LANGUAGE
after 4 p.m.
free 1-800-227-1510.
specifically for rural
PATHOLOGIST. Full
SATALLITE system
people and in an NLN
•
-time -position with
- giving you -problems?
ac-credite'd bacCorNational Health
We service any make or
calaureate program for
poration in Glascow.
model anywhere. Sergeneric and registered
Ky. Provide diagnostics
vice fleet available. 7
nurse students, begin& therapy in one skilled years experience. Call
ning fall, 1985. Assistant
nursing facility & out
day or night, 901 479
professor. repatient clinic. Will con2306.
sponsibilities include.:
itiNler -UFY/SP or
clinical' teaching' in
CCC/SP. For further
14. Want to Buy
primary care clinical
information call Dale
V".X.
711`ED: electronic
courses and underSandusky. MA. CC/SP,
junk CB's. computers,
graduate clinical courRegional Coordinator.
NO CREDIT
amps, satellite reses according to areas
Communication DisCHECK!
ceivers. -LNA transof expertise, committee
orders Serices. National
assignments, classroom
mitters. radio's, etc.
•'LIMITED OFFER MC VISA''
Health Corp. 901-465teaching, student adJo's Palace.
Receive a MasterCard Of Visa
9861 or write to National
vising. University and
"CANTED: residential
credit card regardless of your
Health Corp. Inc. of
regional services.
past credit history, or present
lot, 2 to 5 miles SW of
Summerville.
Health
marital status
Masters degree in
Murray. Reply with
Center, P.O.
Care
INo Savings
Family Nursing. or
particulars to Duncan
Drawer -D, SumAccount Required..
equivelard, certification
Rice. 202 Robina Court
merivlle, Tn. 38068.
GUARANTEED!as rainily Nurse Clini07. Elizabethtown, KY.
call
application
For
Hai and 2 years clinical
DEALER WANTED
42701.
CREDIT
experienre required.
Hig h
profits,
WANT to buy standing
1-800-637-6680
doctoral degree
small investment.
timber. We saw it on
The Y•llow Rose
preferred. 12) 2
(toll free)
your land, you keep
Hot Tub Co.
positions laVailable in
slabs & dust. Call
P.O. Box 22756
baccalaureat program:
435-4414.
Knoxville, Tn.
6. Help Wanted
assistant professor
37922 756
riABI SITTER needed pediatric or obstetrical
15. Articles for Sale
615.511S-6163
in my home for 4 yr. old. nursing, beginning fall,
LE
refrigerator with
WEIGHT LOSS BUSTApprox. 15 hrs. p,er 1985. Assistant profesice maker, $150. Call
,NESS BOOM. Earn up
week. Must have re- sor, medical-surgical
753-6716.
to six figures a year
nursing, beginning
ferences. 753-4801.
WRIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft.
without
franchise
ex1986.
ReSpring,
COMPUTER terminal
pense. Doctors' 'ap- ' refrigerator .with texand systems operator in sponsibilities include
tured steel door, only
proved, legitimate
accounting - office. Write clas*oom & clinical
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
weight joss program.
giving .background and leaching„ advising of
Goodyear 753-0595.
We will show you how.
qualifications to; Box students,* committee
WHIRLPOOL heavy
Call E.D. Paulino,
1.040-D. Murray, KY. assignments. Universduty washail -With •4
M.D., 513-547-0300
ity and regional service.
42071.
cycles. only $6.00 per
Monday, Wednesday, or
EASY ASSEMBLY Masters degree in
Friday
week. Rudolph
:WORK! $600.00 per 100. Sperialty & 2 years
10:00a.m 1:00p.m.
Goodyear. 753-0595.
Guaranteed payment. clinical experience reNo experience/no quired; doctoral degree
16. Home Furnishings
sales. Details send self- preferred. Applications
America's
4-PIECE sectional furaddressed stamped en- accepted until positions
niture. priced reasonaNewest
velope; Elan Vital- 332, are tilled. Salary
ble.- Call 753-3763.
_
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft. commensurate with
Plan
Party
qualificationsl & exCO NT'EMPORARV
Pierce. Fl. 33482.
vitae,
perience. Send
Christmas around
Fruitwood Drexel dinEXPERIENCED
transcripts, and names
the world, hiring
ing room suite. 56"-drop
licensed plumbers.
re& addresses of 3
leaf table. 2- 12" leaves,
home makers to
Project location Fulton,
ferences to: Dr. Nancy
6 chairs, 48" china
KY. Phone 901-479-2311.
demonstrate
Nygaard, interum•
cabinet, $600. Call 753EXPERIENCED sheet chair, department of
Christmas decora0172 after 5p.m.
metal mechanics. Pro- nursing, Murray State
tions. Good pay. Can
tiONT'T have much
ject location Fulton. Ky. University, Murray,
earn at least '8 an
money .but. need fur901-479-2311.
Ky.'0071. Murray State
niture'? "4 piece living
hour,
12
weeks,
LICENSED hairdresser University is an affirroom suite, 6 months
part-time. Free '300
needed. Call 753-2511" or mative action and equal
old, $275. Call 753-0576
753-6520.
opportunity employer.
Kit. No investment.
after 5
._._
No collecting. No
.r4aTse+. pine queen
delivery. Call Carlene
Cannonball bed; old
Singer sewing machine;
Lovell,
cherry triple dresser 8r
502-333-6951 or
mirror: mahogany tall
SECRETARY/ACCOUNTING POSITION
write Rt. 1, Sturgis,
chest, desk & chair; 2
We currently have an opening for a
Ky. 42459.
sofas, 2 swivel rockers.
secretary/accounting clerk in our Murray
Call 759-9927 after 6p.m.
facility.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
SuccesSful candidate must have a minimum
9. Situation Wanted
selections, only $4.00
of a high school degree, some college preferEXPERIENCED day
per week. Rudolph
red, 2 yrs. experience in general acct. procare worker will do
Goodyear, 753-0595.
baby sitting for working
cedures or equivalent education, good com19. Farm Equipment
mother, infant up to 5
munication skills and typing ability of 50 words
years, . JOHN Deere 4400 comper minute.
6:30a.m .-5 : 30p.m. 759bine, 1250 hours. excelWe offer a competitive wage benefit
1489.
lent - condition, $14,000.
package.
ONE or two days house
Also, 13 ft. John Deere
keeping work, exSend resume and salary history, in conwheat drill, planted
perienced, references.
fidence to Dan Mollaun, c/o Kenlake Foods,
only 100 acres, $3250.
753-2918 - Fri.-Tue all
489-2686 after 6p.m.
300 N. LP Miller, Murray, Ky. by August 20.
day, Wed. & Thur. after
No phone calls please. Kenlake Foods is a
4p.m.
20. Sports Equipment
manufacturing facility of the Kroger Co. and
WILL- do babysitting in
TIROWNING Citori 12
my home 1st or 2nd
an equal opportunity employer.
gauge over/under and
shift. Call 436-2332.
B-SS 20 gauge side by
side. 400.00 each. Also,
' Belgian made Browning
Lightning Super posed
20 gauge. 1200.00. 7531866.
"
Blackhawk“
RUGER
revolver .357 stainless
steel. 6 1/2 BBL. New
ACROSS
S3 Word of
Answer to Previous Puzzle
in box. 489-2773 after
negation
5p.m.
,
PLATS
RAISE
1 Ready money
34 River island
POOF
5 1975
I
T
EXTEND
35 Behold!
22. M 'usical
Wimbledon
36 Feel indigRA
TEAMS
R
champion
KIMBALL pianos &
nant at
AYE
DRIES
AGO
9 Chart
organs. Check our
38 Southwestern
12 Egyptian singprices before you buy.
TELA
ETNAS
ML
Indian
ing girl
Thurman Furniture. 208
39 Scottish cap
EDEMA
ETHICAL
13 Stalk
Main. St_ Murray 75340 Greek letter
14 Mohammedan
MAIM
SITE
4834.
41 Employs
leader
PAISLEY
BATHE
SIGNET trumpet, ideal
42 Son of Noah
15 Sand bars
for beginning band stuAB
17 Strident
44 Quiet
SETEE
RUED
dent. Call 753-7853.
19 Made amends
46 Going by
SOL
DEALS
SAD
21 War god
48 Female relative
24 . Miscellaneous
SUES
ORDER
VA
22 Bloody
51 In music, high
24 Babylonian
ENDEAR
13 DOUBLE home winETUDES
52 Girl's name
deity
dows; colonial panes 8:
54 Jog
DORTS
RANTS
25 Pounds per
55 Legal matters
storm windows. Call
square inch:
56 Son of Adam
759-4613.
8 Large bird
abbr.
3 Besmirched
57 Bristle
150 FT. of 4 ft. security
26 Rubber tree
9 New Zealand
4 Weighty: colloq.
chain link fence with 6
27 Mexican dish
native
DOWN
5 Equally
-ff. gate, $200. 435-4597
29 Sun god
10 Chills and fever
6 Brook
1 Vehicle
31 Cover
after.6p.m.
11 Free ticket
7 Chief
32 Teutonic deity
2 Saloon stock
REPOSSESSION- GT16 Therefore
1600 16 HP Twin Cly. 48"
18 Particular
cut Wheel Horse, one
instance
year old. pnreal
20 Approaches
savings. See at Stokes
22 Dupe
Tractor 753-1319:
23 Mixture
2 ANTIQUE whicker
25 Conspiracy
chairs, 1 antique oc27 Abound
casional table. Call
28 Cancel
759-4407.
29 Ceremony
5x10 TILT trailer, new
30 The sweetsop
-tires, lights. can - 75334 Rigorous
3506 or 753-9555.
36 Male sheep
rrnier
37 Fugitive from
Wood King stove. Both
Russia
.good condition. Call
39 Trials
753-5463.
41 Single items
CAR, batteries, .66
42 Mast
month. 85 amp. 460 CCA
43 Healthy-'
05-24C $29.99. Wallin
44 Supercilious
.Hardware, Paris, TN.
person
GET a Horse-- Wheel
45Prirher's
11
Horse of Course. We
TOISSUre
have a few. new Wheel
47.Mountain on
. Horse mowers in stock
Crete
at special close out
49 Temporary bed
prices! See Keith at
50 Sched. abbr.
Stokes Tractor.
'53 Indian mulberry
753-1319.

i

to

"Mamo"
Lois Black
from Her
Great-Grandchildren
Emily Black and
Natasha Norwood

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25. shampoo/set $5.
manicure $3 • 50•
753-0658. Closed Wed.

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
our
in
be
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.

1fr0perty will be
sold without regard to
race, color, religion.
sex, age, national
origin or marital
status.

9. Situation

Prospective buyers
may inspect the property by appointment.
Bids will be accepted
only on Form FmHA
1955-46. Invitation, Bid
and
Acceptanee,
which are available,
along with additional.
information about the
the
property, at
Mite Ideated
in Murray, Kentucky
I telephone;
502/753.0162 I.
The Government
reserves the right to
reject, any or all
offers.
Dated this 18th day
of July. 1985.
UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA
By: Ronald W. Nelson
County Supervisor
Farmers Home
Administration

HAPPY
82ND
BIRTHDAY

a

Help Wanted

2

2 . N -•

Watch for D & T Warehouse
and D & T Produce ad
coming to Wednesdays!

6

1 .Legal

Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

Down at the Eat and Slither.

I ASKED HIM IF
HE'D LIKE TO BE
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ABOUT EVERYTHING,
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AmERICANs ARE
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AUTHORITY

THE ONLY PROBLEM
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CLASSIFIEDS
24. Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Homes for Sole

34. Houses for Rent

AUGUST clearance 14x70- 3BR, central air,
NEW 2 BR brick
sale. Used riding gas furnace, 1 1/2
duplex, energy efmowers- 8 HP Sears, 11 baths, $6500. Call 474ficient For your inHP Gilson, 154 Cub 8031 after 9p.m.
•
spection see at 1506
Lo-Boy. 12 HP M-F, 10 1967 12'x65. 3 bedroom.
Doran Rd. Ready
HP J-D, 7 HP Snapper. 1 bath, central a/c, oil
All the above at special heat, ref., stove,
discount prices. See washer, dryer, $2,100. NF\VLY re ecora ed3
BR brick house, $225
Keith at Stokes Tractor- 436-5806.
deposit, $225 a motth
753-1319.
rent. Also,, 2 BR dupl.
O AK & Hickory
RELOCATE must sell
References required.
firewood, $27.50 rick
12x70, 28R, 11/1 baths, Call 314-965-0143 bedelivered. Call 436-2778.
living room, kitchen, tween 5p.m.*-8p.m. or
OAK and Hicicory' dining R.,
see me Saturday at 1629
partly fur
firewood. U -haul
nished. Good condition. Hamiltoti St.
320/rick. Call 437-4829.
Storage R , closed in TAYLOR Store ComOREGON bars for B.porch, 18x14
screened munity. Call Larry Hurt
Homelite chain saws: front P., carport,well
, 753-3361.
12"- $11.99, 14-- $14.99, 'storage
building, satel
TtiPwE bedroom. Close
16"- $19.99. 20"- $26.99. lite TV, 3
lots, security to
onto.
Wallin Hardware, tight. Must see
to ap- Call 753-atitio.
Paris, Tn.
preciate. $13,500. Call
OREGON saw chains 502-436-2913.
3/8" Pitch for 16" bar- TRAILER
for sale. 36. For Rent or Lease
...0 37.99, 20"- $8.99. Wallin
11)(60, see Brandon Dills
OH lease. 2 bedroom
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Trailer Court. 753-9104.*
house one block from
1975 24x51, 3 BR, ap- MSU campus. $250 a
pliances, trailer, month, $250 deposit.
$11,000. The trailer, 1 One year lease
Refrigerators
acre, septic tank, well, minimum. Application
w/automatic ice
in Kirksey, 314,500. Call required. Phone 7531403.
makers, stoves, air
489-1180.
1979 11x60, all electric,
conditioner,
1
38. Pets-Supplies
clean, well constructed
upright freezer, economical,
nice home, ARC German Sheperd
washer & dryer. $6500. Call 489-2705 be- puppies. Call 753-0904.
tween 6 & 7p.m. If no TURD dog puppies. fun
See at...
answer call 753-4407.
blooded, $25 each to
McKinney
LIKE new 70x14, Lynn good home. Call 489-2868
Appliance Service
Grove area, 2 bedroom, after 6p.m.
. 407 S. 4th or
1 1/2 bath, wood stove. SIX month old male
Call 436-2996.
Bassett hound with AKC
Call 753-8505
1 BR double wide near registration papers. Call
Ky. Lake at Hamlin, 753-0325 after 5 pm.
PARASYNTHETIC Ky. Call 753-8964 leave
grease with moly. message anytime.
Tropical Fish
H eavy duty applications. $1.75/tube. 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Birds
-available in bulk. 474- 14x70, 2 BR, 2 bath.
8848.
Animals
Small
stove, refrigerator,
RAILROAD ties, 3 dishwasher, washer &
grades, $7. $9 & $12. Call dryer, large living &
753-2905 or 435-4343.
kitchen area, large
1101 Story
ROTO-Hoe Rear Tine private outdoor area.
759-1322
Tillers going at close Convenient to shopping
641 S. turn east at
out prices Absolute Net center, $225 month plus
Jerry's Restaurant
Cost, 5 HP and 8 HP. deposit. Call 753-3638
Check our price before after 5p.m.
go 1 block.
you buy for fall use See 2 BR,- clean, fully
at Stokes Tractor 753- carpeted. Quiet court.
1319.
Couples. $90. Call 753SEASONED firewood - 8216 after 4.m.
oak, hickory...mixed 2 OR 3 BR, furnished, 4 0 . Produc
e
hardwoods $30/rick AC/natural gas. Shady
delivered. MM. order 2 Oaks 753-5209.
ricks. Call „John Boyer NICE 2 BR trailer near
753-0338
Murray. No pets. Call
Golden and Red
489-2611.

Canceled

Pet Pen

FALL APPLES

/- 30 Pint
De-Humidifier
In excellent
condition.
• $170.00
Call
436-2834.

29. Heating and Cooling
NEW in the box. Emerson 6100 BTU air conditioner. Call 759-1556.
30. Business Rentals

FOR LEASE
Excellent retail space in
Bel-Air Center, 2,000
sq.
ft.
available
September 1. Call
753-4751,
Bob
Billington

Delicious. Coll
753-4725. Floyd
McKenzie.
41. Public Sales
APPLE cider for sale.
Call 489-2467 Tucker
Orchard. Landfill Rd.
43.

Real E'state

46

Homes for Sale

4P

the
Murray Ledger & Times
50. Used Trucks

1976 CHEVROLET C-10
JUST listed through
Kopperud Realty, 4x4. blue. V-8 autoseveral quality 3 BR - matic. AM/FM with
homes, both in the city tape player, tilt, ps, pb,
& in the county. Priced $2575. Parker Ford
in the 30's & 40's. Phone 753-5273.
1979 FORD Bronco, air.
us for more details on
these quality homes am-fm cassette. 13.300,
Call 753-3722
753 1222.
LIVE free for 1 year. 1983 FORD F-100, red,
white-wall tires. 302 V-8
Lease with option to
purchase with 100% of automatic. •ps. pb, nice
payments applied to price- $4450. Parker
purchase price of $24, Ford 753-5273.
900. Sharp 2 BR, 1983 TOYOTA SR-5 4x4.
black' & silver, loaded Br
fireplace, carport, and
outside storage. 10 sharp. $7975. Parker
miles East of Murray. Ford 753-5273.
1985 CUSTOM Ford
Panorama Dr. 759-4964.
PRICE reduced S20,005 Van, V-8. cruise control,
4 capt. chairs. C-B,
on this quality 3 BR
home situated on 75 TV., A.C.. duel gas
acres southwest of tanks, low mileage,
town, several barns & asking 118,000. Call
out buildings, good 901-642-7370.
productive farm land. '72 DODGE pick up.
Offered nost% at $95,000. black & silver, sharp,
Phone Kopperud Realty $2200. Call 759-1750.
'72 FORD 2 112 ton,
753 1222 for all details.
SPACIOUS ;- 3 BIZ motor recently, overhauled, 20 ft. cattle bed.
home,„ assumable VA
loan at 11.5% FIXED $3,000 or best offer. Call
R-ATE, quiet street, 753-3625'. ' "
near MSU, large lot, IS it true you can buy
central gas heat, air, jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. government? Get
insulated (R-30), new
roof, garage, freshly the facts today! Call
painted, 1-312-742-1142 Ext. 2641.
stove/refrig./dishwas TRADE 1959 Chevrolef
her, large utility room, 2 Ton truck with hoist,
large bath, storm win- for pick-up truck of
dows, storage shed, equal value. 436-5806.
double driveway. Call
7 5 9
9 2 1 2 for 5 1 . Camerers
appointment.
4 SLEEPER truck
THREE bedroom brick, 2 camper, has refrigerabaths on acre lot. Central tor & water tank. Call
gas heat. Call after 5 pm, after 5p.m 753-7219.
753-1499.
'83 PROWLER 19', like
new. sleeps 6. air.
awning, self contained.
47. Motorcycles
753-6059.
1974 HONDA 550, 4
cylinder motorcycle, 52. Boats-Motors
$550. Nice, 1981 250 1970 151/2' MARK
3-wheeler Honda, $300. Twain, one owner,
walk
436-5508 after 4p.m.
through windshield,
1 9 7 5 KAWASAKI 115H.P. Mercury outKZ400S, twin headers, board excellent condisiss bar, crash bars. tion, $2100. Before 2p.m.
foot rests etc. $400 354-8094.
O.B.O. 753-3648 after • H.P., electrIc start.
6p.m.
Johnson motor & boat 15_
1082 HONDA IB5, nice ft. -$500. 1985 CR 80
bike. $400. 753-1660 Honda $850. 753-8061
evenings.
leave Ph. no.
Now open! Discount
76 SKI boat, walkprices. Dependable through windshield, 150
service. Motorcycle H.P. Mercury outboard,
Parts & Serivce, 3 miles trailer newly repainted,
North of Murray on new upholstery. Call
Hwy. 641
Open 753-4729 or 753-9131.
except
Wed.-Sat. 9a.m.-5p.m., FOR sale the
cutest
closed Sunday. Call little houseboat
on Ken
759-1919. Clip this AD, tucky
Lake. 33 foot
good for 1 free gift with Seagoing
with large
any purchase.
front deck, 4 cyl. Volvo
engine, air, shower,
49. Used Cars
radios, tape player,
1971 OLDSMOBILE, excellent condition.
good transportation, Under $10,000. See at
$450. Call 753-2364 after Town & Country Marina
or 618-514-1533.
5p.m.
1971 PLYMOUTH Fury
53.
Services Offered
2 dr, runs good, needs
exhaust. $250. Call 436Wedding
5510.
Photography
753-8298
CARTER STUDIO
'72 4x4 Blazer
300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
New lmron paint,
1 North 3rd Entrance

BANK of Murray & Fjri
H.A. repossessed properties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
SEE Dill Electric for
32.
Apts
for Rent
753-8146 or Ron Talent
used air conditioners
new & used electric 1 & 2 BR apt.
753-9894.
near
motors. motor rewind- downtown
Murray. CHOICE 35 Acres lake
ing & repair. We also Adults only. Call
753- front property on main
buy used air con- 4109, 762-6650, or
436- body of lake. Over 600
ditioners. 753-9104.
feet of water frontage,
2844.
SLAB wood in bundles 1 & 2 BR
furnished long black top road
access (Ky. 19181
delivered. 901-584-3306 apartments, lease
&
good tires, roll bar,
after 7p.m. Charley deposit, adults, no
Southeast of Murray
pets.
near Pine Bluff. SuitaTubbs Sawmill. Call 753-9208 after
new
stereo.
4p.m.
Camden, Tn.
2 BR duplex with re- ble for resort, motel or
$3,000.
Good
super home sites.
W HIRLP0 0 L frigerator,
stove,
condition.
microwave oven with microwave, carpeting Priced under $2000 per
acre. Terms available
700 wAstts cooking in Westwood. $275
'72 Olds 442
per Ken Shores Estates
power. Vnly $4.50 week. month. Call 759-4406.
753-7531.
Collector Item.
Rudoph Goodyear, 753- ONE
bedroom ApartkOPPERUD Realty
0595.
Needs
paint,
ment, furnished, adjoinoffers and excellent
ing college. Call 753-3134.
bucket
seats,
facselection
quality
TARTNC applications homes withof over
tory tach, 455 cyl.
200
WHIRLPOOL
for Section 8. Rent properties
currently ofFactory
hood
Air Conditioners
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 fered for sale.
For all
scoops
BR.
Apply
&
Hilldale
rear
5,000 B.T.U.
your Real Estate needs
Apts., Hardin, Ky. phone 753-1222,
trunk
spoiler.
or visit
$4.00 Per Week
Equal Housing our office
at 711 Main.
$2,200.
Call
10,000 B.T.U.
Opportunity.
753-065
3 after
44.
Lots
for
Sale
$6.50 Per Week
33. Rooms for Rent
6:00 ,p.m.,„
2 LARGE lots for sale
18,000 B.T.U.
Rooms
for girls or on Johnny Robertson
$8.25 Per Week
boys near university. Rd. day 753-1489. night
25,000 B.T.U.
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
753-6728.
1979 280ZX 2 plus 2 gold.
$10.75 Per Week
very good condition.
34. Houses for Rent
45. Farms for Sale
Call 753-3583 or 753-0195.
(With Approved
0 BEDROOM _house at 128 ACRES in Calloway 1979 MARK V, low
Credit)
Partorama shores. Lot County. 3 miles from mileage, extra clean.
size 90x150, $250 a Dexter & 8 miles N. of- Call 753-4647.
Rudolph
month. Call 753-6531.
Murray on 2000 ft. of 1980 AMC Spirit- runs,
Goodyear
BEDROOM 2 bath, 2 blacktop road. 32 tilla- looks, drives good, am mi. north of town. $450 ble acres Br 96 acres of fm cassette, $1375. Call
721 S. 12th
plus deposit. 753-0430.
woods rolling, small 753-0645.
753-0595
LARGE 1 BR house, barn & 2. wells. Make a 1980 CAMARO. wrecked
single or couple, no reasonable offer. 219- In front, needs front end
pets. One year lease. 926-2798.
less hood. 54.000 miles,
753-3913 before 9p.m.
33 ACRES in Cherry Ky. title, automatic Br
Corner area. no air, $1000. Call 382-2326.
buildings. $40,000. 'See 1980 HONDA Accord
4
Burlin Woods or call door, ac. Phone.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
474753-3625.
8084.
Gold
Silver
1984 CHEVROLET
Closed
Closed
46. Homes for Sale
Cavalier wagon, low
Yesterday 326.40
Yesterday
6.26
0 BR brick, large den mileage, excellent
Opened
Opened
with fireplace, kit- condition. Call 753-6301
Today
chen/ -dining combina- between between 8a.ni
328.70
Today
6.35
tion, insulated to TVA 4p.m.
Up
2.30
Up
.09
specifications. 753-9730 1084 CORVETTE,
two
Compliments of:
after 3p.m. weekdays, tone - blue. Delco Bose
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
anytime on weekends.
sound system. new
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
4 BEDROOMS in be- tires, extra nice.
753 71131
autiful Sherwood Forr
$20,000. 759-4779 or753We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
est, 2 bath, den with 1660.
Hours: 10 6 Daily, Closed Sunday
fireplace. $68,500. Call 1985 BUICK Riviera.
Roberts Realty 753.1651.
fully loaded. Call 7538921 after 5:30p.m.
BY owner, 3 BR brick,
baths, den, living room, '79 2.80ZX. white, high
dining room combina- mileage
highway
but
NABISCO •
tion, double garage, excellent condition.
central heat and air. Automatic. cruise, a/c,
Snack Products
$5300. Call before 2p.m.
Price $67,500. 753-7456.
(2) Routes for sell in this area by
ENJOY country living 0354-8094.
in this 2 BR home on '79 CHEVY Malibu, ps.
National Distributor. Service Select
3/4 acre lot. White pb, 2 dr., stereo. 1
Company established accounts.
frame hOuse with owner. Call 489-2266.
.
pickett fence enclosing '81 OLDSM0e1Lr
10-12 hours per week. No special
front yard. New carpet, Cutlass, V-6, AC„
vehicle needed. Earning potential
wood or electric heat. excellent condition, $2,_
Located 12 miles from 750. Call 762-4794.
of $2§0-$450 per week. Requires
Murray in the Breams CARS $200! Trucks
$10,000 cash investment, per
Grove Community. $1'00! Now at local govt
Only $20,000. Call 435 sales. Call • (refundable)
route. We offer continued • 4354
after 6p.m. .
1.619-565-1522 for your
assistance, product promotion and
NEED to. move. Price directory to purchase.
Reduced HOUSE and two 24 hrs.
group insurance." Send address,
lots. 3 BR, dining room,
kitchen, living room and 50. Used Trucks
phone no. and references to Box
utility room. 2 storage 173 CAEN pick-up.
1040 this Newspaper.
buildings, carport, grape rough around the edges
vines end berries vines. but a good work truck
Price $22,000. Phone 492 Call 753-4696 evenings
8492.
or 762-6205 days

PAGE: II

ALL type masonry
work, block, brick.
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers, refrigerators. etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice. 202 S. 5th St
Business 753-4872, 436
5848 (home

53. Services Offered
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10'' below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203.
L&J Sanitation County
Garbage •Pkk-Up. 6 bag
limit, $7 per month-. eati436-2264.
MITCHELL Paving.
Sealing striping, repair
Lir complete asphalt
installation. All jobs,
large 8r small. Call
753-1537.
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338-.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You,
name it, I do it. You
buy. I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868.

53. Services Offered

53

SEWING- Alterations
All types of tailoring
House cleaning and
ironing. Work guaran
teed. References. Call
Barbara 759-1836

WET F3wgIfIrrNImake wet basements
dry
Work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Construction Co Rt 2. Box
409A. Paducah. Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026
WILT, haul white rock.
sand, lime, rip rap .and
masonary sand. coal.
dirt, gravel, ..fill sand
Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763

WEST KY.
ALUMINUM
Pkit on owl to costly pair.
tln9 problems with
olirminum or vinyl sidlog
ortil trim work. Sill Sowed
436-360111

Services Offered

53. Services Offered
TFtEE work Complete
removal, topping. trimming & stumps removed Insured Call
753-0211.

iNTIRKAt
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

Guaranteed Repair /".N.

WALLPAPERING,

.

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

SEWING Nfachipe Rep
Service
air. All makes and
On Car & Home Stereo
models. Industrial. home,
and bag closing macnines,- - World of Sound
222 S. 12th
40 yrs. experience All
r FREE ESTIMATES*
work guaranteed. Ken753-5865
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella. Ky
STUMP REMO% AI.
SERVICE Tired of
urisightly stumps and
mowing around them"
We can emove any
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
stump and leave a fresh
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
seed bed with no damOVIR
age to surrounding
ARS
lawn. Larry Woodr 753.I XPF RIF NCF
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
0211. .
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
RUMMER, is here
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Charry
Bring your mowers
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
'0,
KITCHEN CABINIET TOPS • VANITIES
(riding & pusht, tillers
chain saws, small en- • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING•
▪
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & Soo
•
Our Olsphey
gines and welding to
Moody's Repair for •
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
their tune up and over- 6 1212 Main
0•
•di•lift•
•
•
•
•
haul. Cherry Corner
•••••9•••
Road, 753-5668. Free
pickup 84 delivery. Work
Free Estimates
Guaranteed.
PUBLIC AUCTION
759-1983
TREES trimmed or
Farming Equipment'Building Supplies
removed. Also, ,yard
PAINTING = Paper
Real Estate-Grocery-Fixtures
work. Experienced
hanging, commerical or
Saturday, August IT, 1985 10:00 A.M.
Free estimates Call
residential. Free esRain or Shine
Lunch Available
timates. References. 25 436-2690.
Puryear Tennessee
years experience,
Sale will be held on the property at Hutchens
Tremon Farris 759-1987
General Store just west of the railroad at the intersec
ROOFING, Plumbing.
tion of Main Street and Front Street, one block off
Siding, Additions,
Paris. Puryear, & Murray Hwy. No. 641 Watch For
Painting, General Car*Boxing
Sale Arrows"'
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
7 53 8628 . Free
Mr. & Mrs Billy Hutchens have decided to Ii
*Farming
Estimates.
quidate their store known as Hutchens General
*Barn Posts
GENERAL Maintenance,
Store. They have commissioned ALEXANDER REAL
*Fence
roofing. -painting etc. 20
ESTATE & AUCTION ALESto sell at absolute auc
yrs. experience. Free esPosts
tion the bolding. indrntory, & fixtures, as well as
timates. Call 474-2330!
*Treated Lumber
some of their farming and miscellaneous equipment
GENERAL .maintenFanning Eqinpment Sells Fest
•
*Metal Rooting
ance, roofing, painting
3600 Ford Diesel Tractor 1977 Md 500 hrs Comandc Bushhog
15
,
Ford 706 Pond Scoop IlWe new , Ford 7
*Farm Hardware
etc. 20 yrs. experience.
Disc 3 PT Angie
Blade 2 Row Cultivator Cdf or Truck Platform Type 'limier
h
Free estimates. Call
3 Eltrn Breaking Plow Steel Tag a Long Equipment Trait,. 3 axle
474-2330.

Onuty•s

•

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

FARM
LUMBER

Ross Construction
New homes,
Renovations.
All types repairs.
759-4614 &
753-6581

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

Industrial Drive
Murray, KY
Phone 759-1099

JERRY ATKINS & ASSOC
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
& Circle A Fencing)
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
Soffit & Trim Work,
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
FENCING
Chain-Link•Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
Financing Available Phone 753 8407

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies

I

Your family is most important.
Be confident of their security
with an adequate Life Insurance
Program.
Call
408 So. 12th
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
(502)753-6202
42071

Miscellaneous Equipment
55 Gal Drum & Diesel Pump Dune Buggy w Vollisyveyon Moroi
Gas Vent Pipes New & used Door Units w Casings & Jams New
Truck Lug Wrench Hand Tools 'Push Plows Miscellaneous Buildim4
Lumber Numerous Supplies ,3 10 speed Bicycles Generator Other
Miscellaneous Items
Farming equipment can be inspected poor to the sale at the fan
,
located 4 miles southwest of Punier turn oft Paris Proved, Mur
ray Hwy 641 in the center of Puryear cross the railroad and torn left
on McDonald Street go4 miles and turn left at the gravelidnye lead/n,
to home
2 00 Noon Immediately Following Equipment Sale
•
Liquidation of Hutchens General Store
22.63 Commercial 2 story budding presently heing operated as Hut
chens GeneraiStore This property will be offered as a going hus,no-,
consisting of real estate fixtures and inventory It will he soic
011.AliSQl.lill-BASIS..._either AS a going unit or in piece mill style There
a complete inventory of curtent gro,eries and miscellanecurs 'terns
consisting of knives meat hatchets stove pipe electrical supplies.
nylon twine hardware items fishing supplies card display souvenir
'ferns stuffed animals caps gloves tee shrrts toys some hand tools
medical supplies. shotgun shells & rifle ammonite:is;
Fry/tires - •
Oak Glass Showcase w sliding back door Old Tongue & Groove
Showcase i2: Nashville Glass Showcases Gondolas Wood Icebox
metal liner !21 Kerosene Tanks & Pumps Herrick Walk in Cooler
originally located in Camp Tyson
Platform scales Oak Counter Cream Separator Pot Belly Stove
Dollies Bali Open Front So. Sherer 3 Compartment Drink Box Choi.
:hrig Block Globe Gravity Feed Meat Slicer Tru Glass Uptight Drink
F3i,x Schaffer Freezer Box Mosier Office Safe Frigidaire Vegetable
81,
, Showcase w Glass shelves Clark 0 N T Thread Display Case
Draw File Cabinet Slant Front Showcase Sanitary Computer
Scales WC Alter Adding Machine 13, Double Sided 4 Shell Goo
!oias Metal Ticket Filing Cabinet Victor Cash Register Toledo Con,
Outer Scales Frigidaire Meat Box Wood Vegetable Rack Ice Cream
reeler
Walt Display Cabinets Check out Counter
Man',
Miscellaneous'Items
Should the 'bid not be accepted on the entire unit as a yoinu
business the budding will then be sold on an absolute basis and the
fixtures and inventory will be sold a piece at a time on an absolute
Oasis All sales absolute Together or separate
Terms 20" down day of sale with balance clue in 30 days Posses
,ion upon delivery of free and clear deed 1985 taxes to be prorated
For Further information Contact 844 Hutcher,
'Route
Purrear Tennessee 3825,
'247 3366
For further information contact
ALE SANDER REAL EST ATE & AUCTION SALES
ARVIN E ALEXANDER Auctioneer CAI Lic No 67 Firm LW NO 10
Off 239 University Street Phone 587 4244 Martin Tennessee 38237
MARVIN ALEXANDER TERRY OLIVER WENDELL ALEXANDER
587 4568
364 2709
364 2855
PROFFSSIONALIZED SERVICE HAS CAUSED MORE PEOPLE TO SEL
THE ALEXANDER WAY

Dial-A-Serrice
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

REPAIRS
CB. TV and Stereos
MURRAY HOME A AUTO
TRUE VALUE
Northyide Shopping Cf.
753.2571

DENNIS McClure con
struction, roofing
painting, plumbing, in
tenor or exterior,
Phone 502-382-2689, Rt.
1, Sedalia.
rrxcE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
.concrete. plumbing.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
n1
,
1;474-2276.
RING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specjfications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. . all Sears
753-2310
or free
estimate.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd.. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. Referenc•s.
Colt will Id bonny,
753-0689

Taxi Cab Service

911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbi
or electric, then
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.

RANDY
THORNTON
MATING AND AIR
CONDMONINO INC.

The liononal
tenril tor
riot Meloe ser sol•s end ir
elm Itt Morrey etoA.Collenoov
Cawley 102 Owitairad

733-8181

Police
911

6 a.m.- 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

153-6952
Send
your
Rackages the eas\,
way
Jse our convterl
service We acceo!
UPS packages for
shipment

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square

753-7499

Aluminum
Service
Co.

CHIM-CHIM
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
0.11 Mr • Fro& (stoma,.
Cluelnr Wort Good
CHO/MEV Cl1•141111G

Alvionnuon end Vinyl
•.'

Siding,

Custom

trim

work. References
Cell Will Ed Roilty,
753-0689

enseee

Carpel

(
lea niny

SS
Ask ,
1% tto

753-3445

Poison

•Carpets

•Upholstery
•Fr ee Estimates
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Call...
753-5827

Control
753-7588

•

•'1".'
,;*;

PA44,
4-1•"1
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LEDGER & TIMES

OBITUARIES
McLemore
dies today
at hospital

Kentucky News In Brief

TAYLOR MILL, Ky.
- An elderly woman • to he announced, the release said.
who lived alone in this northern Kentucky comThe committee was appointed shortly after
Austin
announced cutbacks in reimbursements
fire
when
a
died
munity
gutted
rooms
two
of
her
Bessie
Mrs.
L-Collins. W.C. Whitney and Min- Murray, and Mrs.
one-story 'brick home Friday morning, --to doctors, hiiipitals, ifursing- homes and
70. of 727 Nash Dr., Mur- nie Wallace Whitney.
Kathy Poland, Smyrna,
firefighters said.
pharmacy-related services to avert a $50 million
ray, died Sunday at 9:40
Mrs. Collins is surviv- Tenn.
deficit in the Medicaid program this fiscal year.
The Kenton County coroner's office identified
a.m. at Murray- ed by her husband, Leon
Five
surviving sons
Oliver C. McLemore,
--Calloway County Collins, to whom she are Harry L. Williams. the victim as Peggy Parks, 82. Firefighters
81, of 101 Hickory Dr..
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP - The National
Hospital.
was married on May 4. Chicago, Ill., Charles H. estimated the damage at $25,000.
Murray, died today at
Farmers Organization is seeking new recruits in
The blaze started at about 6:30 a.m. at-the vicShe was a member of 1950.
Williams. Almo, and
2:37 a.m. at Murray. University
Kentucky in its effort to boost declining farm
tim's home in Taylor Mill, a Kenton County town
Church of
Three
surviving
Jack
Williams, William
Calloway *County Christ.
prices.
south
miles
of
about
10
Cincinnati.
daughters are Mrs. A. Williams and Bobby
Hospital.
Andrew Grundy, an NFO representative and a
Fire investigators were at the scene trying to
Born Sept. 28, 1914, in Ralph (Rosie) Ferguson J. Collins, Murray.
A retired employee of Trigg County,
determine
the
cause
.
farmer
of
in Lebanon, said if enough farmers band
the
blaze.
she was and Mrs. Larry
Also surviving are'one
the Power Department the daughter of
together, they can control prices.
--the late (Shirley) Dunn, both of sister, Mrs. Robert
of the Tennessee Valley
The strategy will be unveiled at a series -Of
FRANKFORT, Ky.-( AP )- A group appointed
(Virgie) Knight,
Authority, he was •a
meetings, including one in Louisville - on
by the governor to study the long-range needs of
Fairdealing; 19 grandmember of First United
Thursday.
Kentucky's Medicaid program will hold its first
.children: 16 great- meeting
Methodist Church.Grundy said the plan would push farm prices.
Aug. 23 and a public hearing Sept. 18,
The funeral for sy Colson; two brothers, grandchildren.
Born _Aug. 20, 1903,
high enough to put agriculture-ow a cash-flow
according to a news release Friday.----- -Frankle-Oalson- Is-today Bobby Colson and Rally
-The funeral will be
Alabama, he was the at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Colson; half brother,
basis.
Brereton C. Jones, chairman of the 36-member
son of the late J.L. Max Churchill Funeral Silburn Colson; two half Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the Special Medicaid Program Advisory Committee.
NF9,has chapters in almost every Kentucky
McLemore and Mary Home. Officiating are sisters, Mavis Kilgore chapel of Blalock - -said panel members "have an enormous task,
county except in the eastern part of the state, acColeman Funeral
Susan Page McLemore. the Rev. Elijah Balencording to Tony Bowles, a Hodgenville dairy
and Robbie Raspberry. Home. Robin Wadley before us."
Survivors are his tine and the Rev. Ranfarmer who is regional director of the state's
Jones, of Midway, and subcommittee
Survivors include two will officiate.
wife. Mrs. Josephine dolph Allen. Music is by sons,
NPO.
chairmen Ellen Buchart of Louisville, Robert 0.
Mike Colson and
Burial will follow in
Grisham McLemore; the Warren Singers.
Doug Colson, Murray; the Murray City Miller of Murray and Robert Slaton of MadisonFRANKFORT. Ky. (AP - Rebecca Smith,
two sons. Oliver C.
ville met Friday with Human Resources
Pallbearers are Otis one grandchild, Jessie
tourism director for Frankfort since January_
McLemore Jr.. and Colson, J3 enni s- Henson, Rt. 3, Murray; Cemetery.
Secretary Al Austin -to discuss beginning the
Friends may call at
said she is resigning to manage the sales center
'wife, Sue, Paducah, and McKnight. Rick four sisters, Mrs.
committee's work, the release said.
at L'Esprit, an Arabian horse complex in
William N. McLemore Harness, Garfield Wayne (Dorothy) Hig- the funeral home after 3
The committee's organizational meeting and
p.m. today (Monday).
Oldham County.
and wife. Ruth. Rt. 4, Stations, Tony kitiggs gins,
the pubrichearing will be in Frankfort. with sites
Almo, Mrs. Sue
Smith, whose resignation will be effective
Murray.
and john McNeely... Due, Erin, Tenn., Miss
Market
listed
Thursday, said she decided to leave because
Three surviving Burial will follow in Col- Neito
Colson St. Louis
Federal Male Market MOWS nervier,
"key public offieials are not serious" about imgrandchildren are Mark -Son Cemetery In Land
Mo., and Mrs. Patricia August 12. 19a3
Revival services at presented each night.
proving Frankfort,-tourism.
Lester McLemore, Between the Lakes.
Purcha.e
kentuck1
Area
Hog
Market
Iwen, Chicago, Ill.;
Hardin Baptist Church
The public is invited
include.
"Everyone says they're for tourism, but that
Station.
Report
0
Buying
Paris, Tenn., Cynthia
Mr. Colson, 47, Rt. 1. three brothers, Kelly
will start tonight (Mon- to attend, according to doesn't go very far," Smith said. "...There's
Receipt.: Act. 9311 Est. S311 Barrow.
so
Sue McLemore, Hardin, died Friday at Colson
mostly
.2.5 lower Sow.stead.
Rocky Lane •Gilts
day) and continue the church pastor, the much potential here,
but we're not doing
Paducah. and William 1:50 p.m. An employee Colson, Aurora, and to .30 lower
through Saturday, Aug. Rev.Ricky anything with it. The whole time I was here, I
M4.23-43.21
Andrew McLemore. Rt. of J.L. McKnight Steve Colson, Phoenix. l'S 1-2 210 240 lbs.
few 43.541
17.
Cunningham.
didn't get anything concrete."
4, Murray.
210
1S
1
I
2410
1.43.73-44.73
Sawmill, he was a Ariz.
•
The Rev. Roy Finley
1.S 2-3 '410 230 lbs
$41.23-44.73
Two sisters surviving member of New Jenny
Also surviving are 11. 5 3-4 230 270 lb..
$43.23-14.23 'will be the evangelist for
are Mrs. Louis Fuzua Ridge Pentecostal three
half sisters, Mrs. Sows
services at 7 p.m. each
$33.00.5'1.00
3:30
1.5
1-2
210
and Mrs. Harvey Church.
Bruce (Melvie) Garland
S 1 3 300-4341 lb.
$34.511-34.3.11
night. Prayer services
Crymes. ftogerville,
Born Aug. 6, 1938, he and Mrs. Buel (Dean) 1 S 1-3 430-3041 lb...
$35410-37.1111
will start at 6:30 p.m.
$36.30 39.011
Ala
was the son of the late Downey, Murray. and t 1 3 3191-4.34) lb...
Special music will be
533.W1-34.S0
J.H. Churchill Frank Colson Sr. and Mrs. Walter (Thelma) 1 s 2 3 31111500 lb.
Funeral Home will be in Akne_Garland Colson_ -Hargrove-Dexter;
half
charge of funeral and
'He was preceded in brother, CraidzeColson,
burial arrangements.
death by one sister, Pat. Dexter.

Mrs. Bessie L. Collins, 70, ;hes on Sunday

Frankie Colson rites today

-

IP

P

,

Revival scheduled at Hardin

0

and

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Watch for D & T Warehouse
and D & T Produce ad
coming to Wednesdays!

Consider
Putnam U.S.
Government
Guaranteed Securities
income Trust

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple CoMputer
American Telephone
Stratton
Briggs
Chrysler
Cracker Barrett
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

Stock Market
.. .-7.29 Goodyear
55S/

•%
14% , -%
/
2
. 21 -1
7 t9 unc
35% -%
13 -1
/
2
1
4 -%
24/
/
4
131/4 +1
/
4
14% +3
44 -Vs
.9/
3
4 -Vs
28% -1
/
4
68/
1
2 -1/2
46/
1
4 tar
302/4 +1/4

11.60%*

..

I•B- m Jerrico
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco_
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.P.F. Yield

275/s +/
1
4126/
3
4 -%
19/
1
4 unc
/
2
343/8 +1
48% -1
/
2
391/2 -1/4
473/4 - +%
13 unc
35/
1
4 unc
35/
1
2 -1
/
4
60
34%
50 + 1/4
171/s unc
7.06

Looking
for high
income?

1985 Celebrity

r.

Tinted glass, floOr mats, air cond., auto.
trans., tilt wheel. WSW tires, AM FM, cloth
seats
1
Per Month

s 1 902

Putnam US seeks hioh incame
-sistent v,.!t• preservation of ca: •
• - en*.s- -• a ci,ve7s lied.OortfoliC
.._
cIUS
.
You berr • •

•Monthly income
•An extra degree
of safety

'Based on 48 month closed end lease plus tax license
and title fees

•

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
In 1848, the U.S.
Senate ratified a treaty
to end the Mexican War.

Communit),...
(Cont'd from page 5)
Wednesday, Aug. 14

f

will include golf starting
at 8:30 a.m.
---Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
---Session meeting will
be at 7:30 p.m..at';'irst
Presbyterian Chur h.
---Ruth-Wilson Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
---Wesleyan Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m.
--- -Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and3:30 p.m.
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway noun-

Is your
Insurance all
It should be?
SHIELD
Of
SHELTER

Wednesday,Aug. 14
ty Hospital will be on the
court square in Murray
from 9 a.m. to noon and
1 to 3 p.m.
----

NM NM Mt=

afx:1
•ncl,c,r,cf• o.

tr'e

,,,,..••••• ot'o•
c'
Y•e,i2 ar•:1

Or rno,E• CDTplete Wormalc
,
aboul

S. 1 2th St.
DWAIN
Murray, Ky.
TAYLOR
502-753-2617
CHEVROLET, INC.

JIIILM /ELJEL AIL

• Ready liquidity
• Affordability
•Active management
$• .'1 ar• ju. '
f.", 7., .1•0

Jr,:

1484, Pas' c•-t•

y•

VW Edward El. Jones Co:
..4twnterS New ,aolk Stork EAUstesge tnt
1.4erwberS SeC,tmes irweS10. Pmtetts0” COrpOrettn
IAA

AIL

'•

.0, • .•,•

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502 753-7401

Alt MI MI

AN

MI

club

nautilu5

HENRY
COUNTY
FAIR

AEROBIC & FITNESS CENTER

Henry County Fairgrounds
Paris, Tennessee

You can still save

Saturday, August 10
•Floa Markef 'Starting at
8:00 a.m.-7 p.m.
•Horsoshow
3 p.m..?
Admission: Adults $2.00
12-under $1.00

50'0

off our regular annual membership fee.

NOW

Sunday, August 11

ONLY
'
14995 (Full year membership)

cap 753-6515

•Fleo Market 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Monday, August 12
•S Beauty Pageants
Starting at 5:30 p.m.
Admission: Adults $2.00
12-under$ 1.00
•Fairest of the Fair
Starting at 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, August 13
•Music Show
Bands: Southern Fire,
Dirt Rood Express,
Strong Hold
8:00 p.m.
Admission: Adults $2.00
6.under FREE

Wednesday, August 14
•Motorcycle Races
8:00 p.m.
Admission: Adults $3.00
12-under $2.00

Thursday, August 15
•Junior Livestock
7:30 p.m.

Sala

Friday, August 16

itt
AT SHELTER,
IT'S A MATTER Of
PERSONAL PRIM.

Saturday, August 17
•3 Wheel Pull & Derby
41:00 p.m.
Admission: Adults $3.00
12-1/rMier $2.00

$

=•
Dan Cullen

100B 6th St.

759-1033

CALL NOW AND SAVE!
OFFER WILL EXPIRE SOON!

•Demolition Deilky
8:00 p.m.
Admission: Adults $3.00
12-under 52.00

100 _will be giyen
away each night

$500

will be given
away Saturday
s

club NAUTILUS is a part
of the Nautilus SportsFitness Center in
Paducah established in
1978.

klIrWlir lEr Il•

Pr
Aii
sing'
116:".4

club

nautillu,)

CALL
753-6515 4C41

AEROBIC a( FITNESS CENTER

For Men 8. Women

1415 Olive St., Murray

NOW!
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